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One subject in the'pages that follow is the improvement

t=Leaohing. Most discusskons of-this subject in the last

three decades have faoused_on specific .proposale. for:

TriprovementoneXpositions of the. on 'idea8 about how.

to L=nplement them, or on explanations of'whir one or Wther

'turned out poorly. We begin at the other end of the subject.

e.for the moment all proposals to improve teaching and
0

focit- instead on teaching ittelf.- One reason for this approach

is rour suspic ion alive before 'this study beg but reinforced

_y, our researchi-that most improvement efforts have foundered

pzart becal'ise they misunderstood teaching.. By the time

this a
study was ove r we had teal much of what ha6 been written

aboul4t. improving teaching in 'the United Statee, and we had

talked with some teachers. One impression that wae strengthened

by tiMais work was that teachers' ideas about improving

a

their-

prc-tice are at some distance from the idets-proparted
L ,

by federal agencies and academics who have T1d to improve

teaci.i2ng. Teachers' understanding of their trade is

.'Coure nit: pOrfect, and it is certainly true that in many
anon themse ve

espcts' teachers views diffe , But despite these differences

11.3:re been -truck with the great dist4fice letween all

teachers' views of host their practice might be improved on the
%one h=iarid, and-the views implied or explicit in various pt'actice



improvement programs on the other. So little of Wha
been written about improving .teaching begins with teaoMr0
words and ideas, and so many improvement efforts have NM?

,

naught. 7 It may, be fruitfu3to. beqin- .again, a little closer-- to
eachers' ideas and experience.

Ourcchief subject in the pages that follow
`nature of teaching: What sort of work is -i t? flow is

e o-m-e the

lea-ned?
}Mow-What are the,essential skills aid knowledge

do they resemble or differ from knowledge and skill in otii=

trades We have other qyeries, butthese stiffice to illizot=rate
the fundamental nature of the inquiry undertaken hete. Lira

investigations also convinced us that.even apart ei 01 -s
, ...

to improve it, teaChing is not widely understood. the i'rrte
. ..., .

this study was ooluded we had read through much of the
academic 'research literature on teacning. -Apart from e\fiel,w

hooks= and essays we again .found very large gap between' Im.-t

literature and teachers' ovm- language. There are. SOIne =amble

exceptions to this rulewe think of Willard Waller, of a
the Unive sity of

of his intellebtual heirs still working a Chicago, a

other contemporary students of"-tea
research litettature on _teaching this work i
of the Whole vast- and still growing volume.

the
bitt a ti
"t is co

i=an
frwmgmen

viable
that the majorityj is correct. But in pursuing our quetiee about

the nature of 'teaching we have found little help in tat 1,am±ge

research 'literature. Researchers have criven li attention
I .

to such_questions as are pose above about teacliers' work

their skills and knowledge. Nor is there much effort to tok
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teachers' own coTriprehenion of their work seri° sly. These

lacks_are' not decisive lut ther do sug6est the possible
value of dif fernt teat e -Mame therefore pursued

our uestions about the _nature , f teabhers' worl- and done' so
A

with tie help-- of teacher -sl idea above their

Our aim in what follon, tWaen is to consider teaching
from the teachers' perspetd.ye.

only on teachers' ideas
This does not mean relying

teir work, nor does_ it mean
ignoring academic analyais of tilma,ching. It means rather that

-g.

we ccnSider teaching frolathe piswqrspective of the
.. :--------.

5
,,

work "that praCtitioner's. do. WThat sort of work- is it? Wha

.sorts must teachers -rev-1,101y seicave? -What must they know arid

do to turn in a good per-forrnanasp.e? How-do they learn? . To- ask

these questions is iwore rith---academic analysis., for

aoademrcs, in, the seven oreigiv=t decadesL of their research on

teaching, have been foc4sed liteasurin the effects
that teachers have on what stud..ents learn
the results by referenc to .sortme attribute

W f ,

teacher. -Sudh questions about -teaching and le a ningt pqrhaps
..

cannot be answered well until ww-e have a reasonabl ea- of the
' . : / 7

teacher's tr-ade. There is acaffilemid analySiS hat, we have

helpful, but even hee cur gue-tions hat\ we tifie
4

rious tack.. . For .mot- of the social scientists who have
written persuasively abut tea ping have focused ori the .socia

.-,structure of the profesftion, on the 'organization of -:schoci



or:on,hm

strpottzt-

thei-sPans

caching fit into the American social

an yses are useful for our purpose because

s !---uggafzt fruitful ways of understandIng

teach waT,

These, sma,

IdeasiAJAgh

itnstesd- 041

folloVfi

the sug§ stions.r e nearly all indirect.

e,not tried to unpack the implications their

have for understanding teachers' work, focusing

i'titutional and social

somewhat

ructure. Thus what

apart from the main stream of research on

teachers. we have tried to think our way into teachers

work--its nature, and problems--and-into tbachers' skills

and knowledge, and we.have tried to understand their other

resources-as well. We have, been greatly helped in thii by

teachers own comments on these points, and .by the writing

of` _a_few_academics with similar interests. But we have

used ihese.resources in our own effort to,imaginatikvely

-reconstruct the teachers' worldend-workand we are aware

that We have done so ndt in her terms but in ours. _ Some

our terms and ideas were suggested by- teachers-with whom

we spoke, and we flope that the resulp_isqs-:rec'onSIruction

that-makes some sense to teachers, that is recognizable.
- 0

ven useful to their understanding of their Work. But
I

have- ed to devise our analysis of teaching,t not to re

on-teachers analysis.. For,what flows is an-eflfort t

shape or re-shape the language of discourse'weemploy to

V

understand teaching, and by imPlicationsome other practices
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as well Oux chief concern in the chapters-iS with the

langUage Americans are to understand-this trade, and it is for..

is reason that 'we have tried to reconceive teaching itself.

ask gueStions about the Sorts of work that teachers do

because we believe that` the answers have implications for

,the sorts of categories used to understand that work. As a_

result we write with comprehension of this practice. we

do not expect that either teachers or academics will see

a picture of teaching that is familiar in these pages, but

we hope that what they see will be udeful in'considering

and reconsidering their views of the'teachers' trade.

ill of this has been done with the improvement of'teaching

in'mind, but we do not believe
1

that recipes foi.- improveWient will fall out conveniently from

our analytis.' Indeed, often what falls out -are puzzles,

with no plain:gUide to action. But our analysis does_aunport

some approaches to imprOvement that seem plainly.

illappropriate and it explains why. The analysis also'may

help explain 'why so many recent efforts'to iTprove teaching

encouraging resUlis.. In 'addition, the.teacher

o whom ,we talked had 'some notions about how they learned
AA

`their trade and how they had improvecL 'Both directly

and` by implication they presented ideas but .practice

imProvement tretegies that made send4 to them. Name of th

ideas.` also made sense to us, and we inc rpc r tad iem int6
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our

iden7401,
some aPproadhes;:tha

areful to.:label:them approach

techniques devices or programs, -14D

-sing:sxng, but we are

tions. They are not

suggest nieans of -.

practice imprpvement and to repot tgaglierS views on this.point,

T

btt we do so more to help sift"thc tOeUS of discuesion about

.

teaching,and its improvement than:,t prOmte a new 'solution.

A



II. SOMEGENERIC'FEATURES O TEACHING
r

We begin at a rather general level. This chafer

considers t ching in the context of many human prActicese

n an effort to identify .the family of practices, to which

teaching belongs. work in these oractices has some

importer. t! common charactekistics and understanding them

may icrove our appreciation of teaching. The attributes

that teaching shares" with other practices in this

also rnay_ thro3

practitioneis I

soma ,light` on certain broad dtffekences
t

rk, Ind their knoyledge and skill acroAst,

of practice. 'This d cussion prepares

the-way for several subseguentichapters in ich

-cusmore .Mope y.on the particuXar,charecter of `teachers'

skills and knowledge.they'require, and on
work, on the

hoW these /skills are learned and improved.

1



THE OUTPUTS OF TEACHI
E OF OTHER. _ -p.

Most, practices are known
1

heir proroducts

to hanre the,and teaching is no exception. Teacher

sands and behavior of their studenti b
to- reason, mathematically, to 'sit up str
country. These objectives resemble theft

1ping ten to read,

ht and 101..e their
, -

of other E=Iractj,.ces-

in which workers try to produce some Stat in human

individUals or. in their organizations. ychiatristits try to

change the feelings, ideas, and actions or

police- officers are charged with maintetitgl order a icro;:td;

or-- regularity in traffic politiciana try to a"chievrve _ peace,

equality, or full employment. In orde produce such.`

results practitioners must, work on other bans Wcmo in

many other practices; by- contrast worg

winters,make wine, silversmiths create

inanimaterse objects:
elry chezfs produce
re comp.; ers..

-

nologies or some

greatly,

Meals and electronics technicians manfl
These practitioners. work. at crafts. or V
combination of the two,_ and they practi

objects. A third family73f practices batO lotellectt-maal or
I

imaginative outputs.. escr datopt

particles, and zool6gists study itta.Ee

I will use the tftrms product_ s, tzli)jAxtives, suite .

o?itputs interchangeably. None of the too is ert_mtirely
satisfactoryproduct- and output have 'otortunat--=ely

mechanical ring, for 'example. Ruh usiAg -them intr---=ohangeably

seems better than settling monotonblis one.
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literatur economics and painting aid their many- sub-
-.

specialties like.financi41 anilysikor epiniOn research,

ideas- about man, society', thir place in the universe and _L

time, inbl.their meaning are produded and reproduced

These ideas are expressed mostl in yords, often in numbers

and sometimes in visual images. This last .family also includes

practices such as architecture, mdsical composition, and

dramatic wilting, in whiph workers produce wh4t one might

call intellectual or imaginativ pl2 is- Initiates can

understand and ppreciat4 these plans in ,the'mselves, but

even initiates - -and certainly the rest Of'ui--are helped

!realizatips of these paansr.

y -the'
.

The risUlts:of-practices such as .teaching are distinctive.

in several respects-.: For one thing they. are s tes.of human-

-?.nge, or of their organizations. Creating these states

requires the oiltputs of other. piabtices- such asideas or

objects --but the states thus produced are neither objects

alone nor simply ideas.' Discipline is an idea', and it may

be produced with the help of objects, but for teachers'

purposes it is 'neit er an idea nor o eat It is a

social state, atvondiiion of a class. Knowledge of

mathematics requires the assimilation of mathematical id

but the ,mathematical knowledge is not reducable to those

ideas. To know mathematics also-requires



skill in the memanipulAtion of mathematical angnage, insight

into mathematic= issues and perhaps even.intution about

,mathematical pimmuxzles.

kiltekledge but

a0--are--essential to mathematipal-

no less essential are insight and intuition,

and if it is separate 'from them, skill. 'Mathematical

-knowledge impl4Eies some degree of skilled Esromaine as a

mathematician, and such performancebrequires more than the

mathematical itt3eas found in a text on the subject.

L'A second distinctive feature of results in such trades
ff

as teaching is that they are complex and difficult to specify-
n authOritative terms.

Is knowledge c MathemLzics reducible to mastery. df.
N . .

.

multiplication tables,.long divsione addition and subtraction?
,

teachers= mud some comAntators on education would nswer

in the affii-ka-wtive. On =this viek-

:Trtatematics may be juAt ideag that can be taught--
_

and perhaps even taught effectively by-means of repetition.
. _

and rote. ,But -others would object, shying- that- knowledge of_
. . ____.= ,

mathematics lnr--Iludes the .-__--.- ;a

--insight that er=aaEles us to knout when mtiltirilicetion, not.

long division, is required to solve A problem ' Such insight

cannot bes_tailigl±at by foto and epetition even'though-

An-a-atioe may.heEil to it-, If knowledge of mathematics

includes both c=af, these specification and.perhaps others,

how do we balaiice or'iltegrate them in a broader

specification c=f mathematical knowledge?

the answexmc is thit Such balance'and intearation-i7e

possible,_but =not definitively so. -At7least seI./era'.
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specifications, of m- hematical knowledge, b oad and narrow,

are possible. Each specification may be useful for some

purpose and -Many may be durable. 'But they also co-exist
a.ndglftftn)

CE6ipete. Some teachersiand other authorities to take
another example
de mne reading if it were ,a set-of rather specific skills

and knowledge--skill6 of decoding: and word recognition, and'

knowledge of vocabulary and perhaps sentence structure.

They teach-these bundles of knowledge and skill, and in

assessing students' mastery of reading they try to zero in

on the_same-bundles.-.
--

more tilan these bundles, or d fferent-. They

Others believe_that reading is

-focus on c nprehension of text,on the ability to grasp and

manipulate ideas and information, and they teach.and assess'

reading accordingly._ Not surprisin 1

-There is much

fake issue

h those Who-understand reading-d-fferently.

uncertainty-about the na- e of reading, or at
nd

least much room foz dispute about its nature, about how it

might best-be taught and assessed. There also is therefpra

much tob

fir dispute about:bow the teaching of reading might best
- .

be Improved': In addition, the temp of reference change:

reading has a diffeent meaning today than it

Aid at the turn ofiou'r century. While, we can usefully

ine reading for the purpose of teaching, then, we do so

several different ways, each plausible. Most outcomes
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education are similarly varied and disputed.

Athird distinctive feature of educational outcomes

that we cannot agree on how much of any ohe,is enough

now that-some reading ability is helpful in many of

life's tasks, but we-,have only modest Clues about how much ,

is needed. And our clues about how, much reading ability

we 1 1 to have 7i- that can be separated fromhowmuch

we actually beed-are even weaker. Thus, the conventions

we use to define any giVen'output of teaching are

ressertially contested," in one commentator's phrase--

a matter of continuing though not- continuous dispute. And a

fourtS feature of educational outcomes is that they compete
for - riorit
o ever,. each one is defined it has partisans whd believe

t should be most imncrtant, wkile partisans of oth r

outputs believe it to be of modest or trivial consequence.

Disputes often focus less'ion the specification of an ottpUt

than on how much of-it we need,_or on its Importance

.relative to other outputs.

Another distinctive feature of outputs in teaching and

similar trades is the amportan with which we endow them.

Literacy, learning, mental health, scientific competence or

sodial peace are each deemed sufficiently precious to warrant

great effort, struggle/ ad even enormous sa rifice. For time

out pf mind mankind has tried to realize'Ithese and

similar objectives, despite or perhaps partly because of their
f
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indeterminacy. -W- know enough of tpsir meaning to crave

them but;ixot enough to- settle on a/commonly accepted

specification. In a society in which-opinion was

,.homogeneous, as a-result either of tpoliticalradition or
, .

either
i t.

monopoly, ambiguity might' be much reduced

But in a-society as diverse and relatively open--A s our own
c:*

uncertainties afeamPlif4ed by pOlirtical-competitid i and

the, free expres5ion of ideas.

2. IMPLICATIONS OF UNCE AINTY AND CONTESTED

'OBJECTIVES FOR PRACTITIONERS' WORK

uncertainty and dispute about objectives has

important implications for how pFactitioners do their jobs.

But.to see this effect we must distinguish- among sorts and

degrees,of uncertainty, for it is not unique to trades like

education. A plumber fixing a leaky faucet may be uncertain

about the problem right up until he has the mechanism,

repaired. In fact, Plumber' wok iz,shaped by the steps

they take o deal,with un&rtainty. They come equipped

with materials to remedy most ar all of the possible faucet
*,

disorders. They replace one part an%then test

to see whether the leak is fixed: If not, they fix something

else and test again. alternatively a plumber may siMplY
nt' e

replace:tle -eaky:fauceewith a new one,,shoftcut ing the

need for figuring -t the faucet's defect step by step.
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But if the pi_ er is uncertain 'is only about, how.

to produce a-relatively Well- specified output--the fixed

This has large implications-for his w rk, forl afterfaucet.

every attempt at rep4ii he ean turn the faucet-on and 'off,

and determine whether it Still- s. He can check his

performance against 4 wellspe_ fied output, using relatively-

sure knowledge g output as g criterion for his work.

His efforts may be explicated- constiints, or competing

considerations 7pgrhgps the repair must be done for a

specific price, or -in a very Phcort time, or with materials

that are deficient in Sem-respect. But Whilethese.may

,complicate his work and even fruptrate it, even these

effects can be weighed in terms of-that relatively clear

result; the fixed faueet, A g@od plumber is oneh° can

regularly repair faucets, even when-the cpnstraints areJsevere-.

The-teacher's uncertainties are distinctive when

compared to the plumber's. or one thing, teacher cannot

specify many outputs very clearly; in teaching mathematics,

for exaMple, should'one settle on a general 'formulation

about students' mathematical competence- or on a tidy

ist including knowledge of long division, multiplication up .

through two numbers =, eUbtraction and the like? The more

general the formulation the less guidance it offers in'

figuring-out how to devise and organize a curriculum. The
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the list the More likelTmathematical insight,

intuition and probleM solving skills are to be left out.
't

Each-formulatioh. offers many opportunities for dispute,

and each leaves many areas of,uncertainty.

Uncertainty about the objectives teaching creates

uncertainty about how to teach. One of the'teachers we spoke-

with fob this study

try to improve their work

de this point in discussing how teachers

...But you see, there's no-agreement
on'methods. There's no measurement of
what. works. Nobody mgasures anything.
So if I,Say such and -such= a method is
good, and a ibrSon who is coming from
a different position says no, it's not,
this method is good, there's no way to
evaluate thos two things .2. (TH II)

Thus- the thingSthet are
en for granted in many ces--what a proper faucet

does, or hdili to mortise cabinet joint--are persistently

problematic in trades like teaching. Good teachers must
.

,

be able to work in.spite of much uncertainty and dispute
,

about their .objectikres.

addition, teachers chargedIgith produci
- ,

at leas sev eral dif ens and ft6n conflicting results.

:A mathematics teacher may want-tgliren-ourage s

nathematical iverformonce skills, and.so devises work that calls

-dents'

for insight, and offers students practice in figuring-out

hOw to But she may work ih a --state that-

assesseg-studente mathematical competence every year

tests that focus on,computational abilities and

with

the memorization, of formulae; and so must devise lessons
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that prepares her charges for the test.- In addition to many

of the constraints and competing considerations with which the

ilimber must cope --time and other resources are short,

`d the price bf many needed resources. is ofte;1 toe high--

teachers also must cope
,

with a problem that troubles

plumberS less frequently77to wit, equally important

divergent'objectives. Good teachers must be able to manage

such conflicting objedtiVes.

IMPLICATIONS POp COMPET -C

Teachers and those working in similar practices

are thus urikertain about the objectives of their work, -and

for that reason also uncertain about how these- objectives

y be achieved. As a result competenCe in such

practiCes -has a distinctive and problematic character.

In many trades workers-know what -a competent performance

for they can specify their outputs and learnlhow to produce

it There is a regular and steady relitionship

between skill and resulft. The presence of knowledge and

skill that allows workers to reliably produce

results is in fact, our working definition of 'competence

in many practices. Relatively, steady. knowledge on these

points is also important because it enables workers to pass

(xi their skills and knowledge to novices. In practices

with indeterminate outputs,however, there is less certainty

about the nature,of competence. Workers can neither specify
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their outputs with much precision nor -can they produce

specified version of the result with great regularity and

reliability: One of the teachers we spok with in the

course of our research noted his dif y in figuring o

if he was doing d 'good job teaching English. One of his

objectives in teaching, was-for students

This .objective

...to have an experience that they enjoy
-so that they will read more,. Now, whether
I'm'successful, I don't. know. I haverOt
done a teal study, but I. think 'that-Xess'
than half of these kids ever pick up a book
and read it ot thei own...

not un 'ally complex or problematic, but this

teacher was quite unsure if his results were good ones or

'not, -and consecuently unsure about his competence.

In teaching, then, there. is not the regular and steady

connection between skill'and results-that- ound in many

other lines of -ork... As a result it is more difficult to

arrive at a. generally ,agreed'upon working definition of

competence.
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The very things that can be

taie---;1if;TTted in most tradeS-rthe skills ari knowledge o

and the ways of learning themare a matter of

Continuing doubt, dispiate, and unease in such practices as

teaching. Even if we consider these-practices in light of

their objectives alone, uncertainty and dispute-are of

distinctive ance.

TEACHING IS A PRACTICE OF SOCIAL INTERACTION

But we cannot consider teaching only in terms of

its -Cobjeetives-. For a second critical feature of this trade

is that it is interactive. Social interaction is of course

an element in many practices--steelworkers interact as they

erect the skeleton of a new building, and the interaction

is very important to the success of their work. But social

interaction is not' just an element in teachers' work, it is

the essence of that work. For teachers work on and with other

-humans, not on inanimate objectS or ideas. The other

humans engaged in teachers' work are not-just an instrument
agent and

of that work, =but an essen ial objdct of the work. A steel-

worker laboring'alone might be able to erect an entire

building--albeit slowly, and even at great risk to himself.

But a teacher laboring alone could accomplish no purpose of

her practice; she cannot work. without other human beings
nd h

work on 6thefhumans, moreover, are not merely--

s the steelworkers may be, -- instruments
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required to achieve some other end, such as a completed

building, a society properly trained in civic ideali:

The studentslon whom teachers work, like the.pSychiatrist's

patiehts, are themselves an object and art .agent of the work.

Teachers seek to change their students' - minds, to improve

their .intelligence, to refine their beliefs. end they need

their students' actireparticipation to do so. In these'

and many other ways teachers seek to affect their students'
. =

every-beings, and to engage their students in.the tas

Students are in one sense a means to other end, but they

are equally' important as agents and ends in themselves. Sodiel

interaction .is for theSe reason- thus not simply a means to

some other. end of teaching, but

constitutive element of the work.

is also ap essential,

The interactive nature f.teaChing has many important

implicatins fbr the work, and for our comprehension of it.

One of theses .that' the materials of the teacher's trade
are free or wh

have reason and-wilip they are beings wha act as though they

are free. They persistently make choices. They make such

choices libout the teaching erformances which they

participate- - affirming the teacher's perfoi.nance% with smiles,

and other encouragements, questior4ng them with a direct

challenge,. an insolent look, or a long.stare out the window,

or doubting them with'a question that suggests the teach

has not adequately communicated his point.

The human beings on whom teachers practice .can affirm

and deny tie teacher' work, they ,can doubt and question It
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they can disagree with the teacher's -oonduct of a class or

endorse it. In theSe wars end others social interaction

introduces additional and quite unique scits of uncertainty

into practitioners' performances. For those other human

beings on whom teachers, policemen d politicians ,

work frequently hlvd their own interpretation of the aims

of their common work, or their min ideas about how to reach

mutually agteed upon goal. In adrlition to their own
and how to achieve

.uncertainty about the objectives of their work teachers therefore

also muStcontend with uncertainty arising from their students'

potentially different ideas or doubts.

I

In this respect teaching diffeis from the work of those

who practice on Objects or who produce ideas.- A silversmith,

for-example, may have customers who' do not like his rings-
..

ho ei her abject to their Shape, pr decide not to buy them,.

r The alversmith may modify his rings in light

such disputes, though he also nay simply turn away and wait

for other customers,-or try to drum thm up through

advertising( But the chief pOint is that the silversmith need

not manage the disput and .cmitickmaimiaile making the rings:

/4s customers -do not stand before him, hal.fmade rings on-

their fingers, shouting or carpin

or about:. his style of work:'

about the ringsl design
-I

The criticism4and

disputes the silVersmith faceS may be Important to his

Workthey may even turn- i -n new directions. But they are
: 1-

ancillary to the ring-making itself. He need not manage the
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.disputes in.order to Make the rings.

By contrast. teachers milst.deal,with doubt, disagreement

II- l S

apd contequent uncertainties that arise within their

cpbr.formancep. Managing such. doubt and dispute is a

regular part of work in -trades lice. teachingteachers

must'llg prepared to deal 'with them as vart of

any or perhaps every performanc-e. Uncertainty arising from the

indeterminacy of educational objectives is therefore added

to or even multiplied by uncertainty arises from-the
%

interactive character of teachers' wo

THE INTERACTIVE NAT O F T EACHING'AFFECTS

'TEACHERS' MANAGEMENT OF UNCERTAINTY

If tea ers and other practitioners of social

interaction must cope with distinctive sorts of uncertainty,

the social character of their work imposes distinctive

requirements on how they can cove. For example-,

teachefs cannot ignore uncertainty and dispute when they

choose' o, nor.can they order those on whom they work to
- su ess u

ignore them. For one leading requirement o

interactive practices is that there be mutual comMittim,nt

between practitioners and those on whOm they work.-

Teachers take the need.for mutual committment-for

granted,- and. so do not feature it'prominently in discussions

of their work. It is a given., But in explain4ng why they
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think they succeed, several of the teachers we consulted

referred tb joint commitment. One high school teacher,

for exampld offered an account of why her classes go well,

and. are not -disrupted:

...for one thing' l think that the kids
respect me and I think that they know that
is real work going on in the classroom.

ere

Here .she refers to the studentsommitment to the work

the teacher has set out.' But in explaining the students'

commitMent she Biers to their knOwledge of her commitment.'.

/
1 almost never go in and just say, you know,
I'm really tired today:and you can have a_
study- or do whatever you want, or anything=

Hlike that. They 'know that there is work
going on and so it's' like they don't? Mind
as much having to tune in, even if they are
a little bit bored. they've got to-be-thinking
about something because theyfeel that we are
doing something whether theysee the validity`. of

it or the importance of it or not We are'-doing
somethin- and that I am working too. It's not ust

f them f GS I

The mutual commitment this teacher refers to is a necessary

condition of successful performance "...they've got to

be.thinkihg about something because they feel that we

are doing something... 4 that I am g In_cOping4,

with uncertainty and dispute--as in any other aspect of their

work--teachers must not violate this reuuirement lest their

performances be disrupted or defeated.

There is of course a great range f mutual commitment.

Students may have no choice other than whether or not to

sub
e
teaer has greater farce at her disposal, But even the

arising from such a/choice has many degrees,

a teachers' unilateral rules because the

commitment
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- and can be withheld or given in a remarkable variety of

ways. Without some mutual commitment successful performance

is impossible in practices of &)cial-interaction. In other .

practices, howeer, only to practitioner's commitment

is required.- If an auto assembler or a silversmith ceased_

to be committed to his work continued prctice would be

difficult or impossible. But in teaching orpsychotherapy,

n if the commitment of the teacher or the therapist'

continued undimmed, work could not go forward without

their students' or patients' commitment. One,teacher

with whom we talked explained the difficulty or even

impossibility of working without joint commitment.

pointed to

She

...kids who can write fairly:well, but hate
to read and don't do very well or vice versa.
Some of them are just lazy.. They have,enobgh
ability and they just don't want to do:it,
.777,no matter how much they people have tried
to challenge them in the course of the years.,..

She went on to-explain that she tried to motivate" them-7

i.e., to encourage them to make a commitment. -to her and to

the work together.

I'll say &them, why are you satisfied getting
60s.and 65s when you could do much better.

But they say,

just want to get out of here."

Much as it frustrated her, this teacher was compelled to

admit that her own commitment could not substitute for or
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even induce students' commitment.

...there ig'only_so_much you can dti in terms
of how you moilvate then and chal.Lene them and
you nave to aqs2V-tEhe fact that t_hey hove to
,take some responsibilityfor this alsy.

This teacher's corninents

further point: commi

illustrate her recognition- of a

etit in these practices is interactive..
= -

If students' commitment fell off dr ceased this would

negatively affect their teacher

ability to perform.

s commitment, a

Conversely, practitioners'

d hence

commitment

his

can strongly influence the commitment of those on whom

they work. Ope reason that the teacher quoted just above

struggled go hard to "motivate" lazy students wasthat.

their lack of commitment diminished the quality of her work--
and perhaps also thereby diminished the teacher' herself.

e could have somehow encouraged them to maled,NIf s
-

r, a commitment to her and to the work

in that class would have improved: 4eacher;.need-students

her own endeavors

in order to.succeed in thei± teacherly.wark, just as

students need _teachers to push ahead in their learniing.

When their work together- succeeds it does so partly

because they `join in forging amoral-bond about intellectual

work. When their work fails it often loes so because that
.

moral bond has not been forged--and in such cases

good teachers feel diminished by its absence.

When teachers discuss this point they often do so in a

slightly indirect fashionreferring to thp...subject-matter-
,-

over which their moral- bond with studerlts is forged rather

.than to the bond itself. One-teacher with wh6Tri we snake
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illustrate=3. this indirect reference when she tried to
explain heg preference for a class of advanced placeradnt

-- senior Eng=ish students over a class of freshmen. Her

problem with the freshmen, then, was at least partly
that she isr-.s giving and they were taking, and that the

sittaatiOn ..eemed uncOr. rtably- unequal-

'rn nmluch more Conscious of teaching the
fres=hmen ,something. I'm in front of them.
Even though both groups are being taught
ther,,..for me, it [the senior class] i
much__ more enjoyable in terms of the wa
I ca:L_In relate to the students.

13y ontr s-s==t, explaining her preference for the sen

she refers d specifically to what she' -+"o out of the cla

I3cause I de) learn things from them.
Thiey are very, interesting to talk to.
11== is a kind of just talking about
lAiterature with them,liks-an informal
M==udy group almost.

_e ser.--Taior class seemed much more balanced. This migl -t

be .though of `as a- selfiSh construction of the teacher's

satisfaction, buts in developing her point this teacher

called attention to the more mutual at- of der wore

with the =_,-eKiiors.

The reshmen -are cute in a, lot of ways
and ISE enjoy them, but it, I'm not _sure how
to e?--cplin it, with the advanced placement
fec1 there is a kind of mutuality of

lear=3.ing that is going on.

One way of hooking at this is simply that the .seniors ere =Lore

groa up, of -smarter, or both. -But even if these points amore

corre=ct, they are not enough. This teacher is also liontis-i.g
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to the more two-sided quality of the interaction "...the

mutuality of learning...".. She is getting not only older

and perhaps smarter studants,\but also students who are more

able tip engage the subject jointly with her. These seniors,

are students with whom her commitment is more mutual as well

as perhaps more profound.- The moral bondloetween'Students

and teacher., in the senior class is stronger and more 'balanced..

If one =fe

trades is uncertainty, then, another is the need for mutual

commitment among the participants for successful performance.

Teachers` and psychotherapists must have commitment from

their students and patients in order to work, but they must

have it in trades that are marked by distinctive uncertainty,

dolt and Consider-this point in the context

of teachers' daily work. Teachers try'to realize some of

the most noble AMS of human society in their,classrooms--

the capacity for critical thought, mastery of compleliand

often adVanced intellectual abilities, an appreciation of

many religious and secular values and such habits of

behavior as considerate treatment of other human beings

Yet these ends are neither easy to specify nor simple

to,attain. And the very people on whom teachers, work may

have different notions about the meaning of these aims, or

of their value, or of how to achieve them, or all three.

There is therefore much tension possible over the aims o

teachinc or over how best to achieve-those aims, .or over the

properrelation betWeen ends and means.

Such tensions _create, large,problems for- practitioners nd
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those .upon whom they practice. Who knows what mental health

is, social discipline, or even proper mathematical

knowledge for eighth graders? How can teachers know whether they

have performed competently in trying to produce them?

HoW can they manage the Social relationspfpractice..
4

in light of such uncertainties?

These-questions-have occupied some great minds

teachers, social workers, and- psychiatrists --and those on

whom they work--must deal with them five day a week several

times a da y= No one can specify the outputs -of their

. practices with clarity, or general consent, or both.
Nor can anyo e

--produce Rhein reliably. Consequently there is no way that

teachers and others can regularly be expert in the usual

sense of-that tei;i7rr-,- Yet they can of throw up their hands

time after time, cOnfessing ignorance and incompetence.

For the-ir success requires the commitment of those upon.

.
whom they work, something that fequent confessions of

here 'e

unbertainty mightdisrupt. Whatever else the teac era

psychiatrists an others must produce erformances that are

sufficiently convincin to maintain the 'commitment of their
,

human materials,. des ite. -uncertainty, drubt, and dispute.

This is a central task in trades like teachin5--perhaRs

the central task.
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6. IMPLICATIONS_ FOR TEACHERS' PERFORMANCES

-22

We know relatively littlemabout how teachers produce

such performances. We do not know what devices or other

cans they employ to perform satisfactorily under these

circumstances, nor do we know what part =skill may play

in such performances. The preceding analysis only calls

attention to the existence of this feature of teachers'

work, and to several considerations that bear on it. These

considerations can be quickly summarized. First, owing

to the distinctive uncertainties of teaching and similar

trades, practitioners cannot produce results as reliably as

-kers in many other trades. This may mean that teachers
are less competent than silversmiths ,or it may mean that

their competence is'of.a'somewhat differen't-sort. But

whatever-the case, teachers' gerfOrmances must somehow

account of the inconsistent connections between their
their

efforts andstudents'achievements. They must find ways of

sake

orking that take theSe-inconsistent connections into

account, and they must do so in ways that do not disrupt,

performances at these.ways-of working Wight be remains

to be discovered, for few investigators have attended,

to this- feature of teachers' work. It is not even clear-

that teachers neans of solving this problem requires the

development of'distinctive skills and knowledge: perhaps

teachers solve the problem without recourse to. skill.
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Second, teachers and thole at work in similar

ikades must work in the presence of aifferent, divergent,

and even conflicting objectives. These differences._

11-23

aid conflicts partly arise from sources outside their

performances and partly from souices within. But whatever

the source, teachers' performances must-

so.Constructed as,to not be disrupted by different

or conflicting objectives-1- even though there is always

the possibility and often the reality of conflict within

their performances. 'Teachers must devise means of

managing ca--raconciling such differences and conflicts as

part of theit work. These means might be more or less

skilled, and this suggests once again the possibility of

competencies unique to thse practices. But if such-

ompetencies exist they 'main to be identified. Very-little

attention has been given to the management of conflict,

-doubt and dissent in studies of teachers' work or in

analyses of teaching. These two points suggest the third--

namely, that teachers' sense of ther own competence is

less steady than that of warkers-ifi'many-other-trades.-'-

-For. their daily work confronts them with many examples

of their inability to produce the'result they wished,-or

sir inability to produce it in the way they 'wished,

or even of their inability to figure out what the prolier.

result is.. Despite these daily -reminders that their
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ccipetence is either different from or -e -nicer than tha
Lny other practitiovers, teachers must p=erform as though

Vt-ir competence was riot in doubt. They must find ways

of performing that uointain _the mutual 0=a-nmitrnent required
in their work dpspite uncertainty, about -their own

qui,alifications and aDdlities. Once again , this may call

fc).3rth skills that unique to teaching and its companion

t=-.des, though it is also possible that a problem

be managed without skill. But in event the
amwer remains to be discovered. For taii_s feature of
t.a.chers' work as well has been little 7-7:D loved in earlier
ire-vestigations.
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I II OCTAL 1 RATURE5 OF TEA=1111.1

LICAIIONS OR E_ACEIRS' PE

feature
h5ve argued that -social in eraction is a distirtc tive

work in teaching and- sinilar practices. But this
work, like ar-ay other, is shaped by its particular so 1

organization .

different, ta.
Teaching can-lci organized in many

Thg nature of teachers' performance .rid their
skills arid __riowle'clge are adapted two the particular soCiil
organizatio= their work has in the United States, Ther=fore it
is useful t identify the .socialrganizati,orl of eachig and
discern i implications for teaclers' or1c,

QUE SOCIAL FEATURES or TEA OMPARE

OTHER TRADES

All hu=an work is social in same respect Practitioners in
.every trade ire linked to oNlers tThrough language, thro .1=gh the
skills they have acquired, and through the social division of labo
This is true even if they work alos:rie, trapping furs in 1he rakon
for sale els-whert. In addition, ,miractice is social be=ause we
work mostly an,face-to-face groups , or inareaa ingly as acelesq
parts of lar-ge organizations in which workerS are in exensive
but anonyrnou- 13 contact.

I have argued that- work in trdes like
stain adcliional respects.

Ching is social
is itsel_f a social
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organization, requiring at least two persons--the practitioner

.

and the other human on and with whom he works. In these trades

performStIce.occurs only in a group. One constitutive element

in these g oups is interaction aimed at some output. -Another
is-that al
=puts are a state of the persons or group practitioners work

on Practitioners thus cannot work without these groups. The

psychiatrist cannot practice-with

than the teacher can work without her students. They can

any-more

prepare alone and consult with other professionals, but they

cannot practice alone. .Allpractices depend upon and exist
. .

within social organization, but onixrd.15-ipractices like teaclUng

is social organization the very stuff of practitioners' work.

But here the _general _similarities between teaching and other

interactive practices end. For the performance° organizations
de

Of these trades take many different formsthey can be shaped

and re-shaped it .many different ways. Most'teacliers practice

in .and on large groups -- twenty to forty students for fiveor

six,hoursr-while most psychotherapists practice on one other

person, or perhaps a few, and only for fifty minutes each.

But some teachers practice on only one other person for an hour

at a time. Partly in recognition of the large difference from

school teaching that this implies,we call the latter group

tutors, not teachers. end son psychotherapists practice on

-large groups in public mental (hospitals or in private therepieu

- of various 'exotic varieties. The examples could be multiplied,-
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politicians now pxactic e on ltitudes spread all across

cities, states of thenatlon, and we believe this has changed

their wark in important ways f-..--=mm the days In which they practice

on smaller numbed But the pint is

at there are large ifferencv4as among the organizations on and

i which practitioners work

These organizational diffrences have vast implications

for What teachers andother in teractive workers do. ,They also have

an enormous

This

pact unwhat wor:Ucrs must know in order- to perform.

is not unique toteaching , for organization shapes work

in all trades- Ally worker who build cars develops

particular kit

organization of

work skills.

narrow and speci-

a particular orge
of labor. W-

-hey working in e

etldknowledgie,-but differences in. the

t, pro xc ioxrda produce great d e ences in

2A-'6011bly limes workers each develop a few

because they are making cars. within

ationin =this case, a refined divisidn-

cstom auto rxmaker's shop, building race cai.s
flch_

with a crew of tVelkilked ajle s refined diVision of labor, they

would develop dlttatvtand muc-=.--h broader knowledge and skills.

Work in both sitbattoesis also shaped by technology. The-cestom

auto.workerS' -kts and knt7=Iwiedge, would be different:if

their tools were ft rte, and pc=wered by humans rather than

complex and powered by elec ric=ity and hydraulics. =And assembly

lines simply canAat develop very far without 'fairly sophisticated

lechnology.
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Incentive-differences also shape work, and skill.

The workers in a- custom auto factorir each have extensive

responsibili;ty in the product in process, and this

nfluen-cethaf is, the sense that one's work is important-
--

by itself may be powerful encouragement for workerd to do

their best. By contrast most assembly line auto workers have

only a tiny,Fesponsibilitythe- cars will be made. in spite

of their shoddy wo4H:e-nd this knowledge may reduce_their

desire. to do a good-job. In addition, in many assembly

line situations several workers do the saMejob, and it

y_therefore=be difficult to affix responsibility .for shoddy

work. Such circumstances may-relax the discouragements or

such work. But in a custom shop it would be much easier .

to know who was responsible for a mistake, and this knowledge

would-encourage 'orkers to do o-a good job, and correct

mistakes. The owners or managers of a man-production

auto assembly plant might try to compensate for these

disadvantages by-offering other inducements for T;od work--
.

clOse inspection of work all alongthe way, or pay-hikes for

good results. Or they_may find that work quality improves

when-market forces suchashigh wmployment-induces workers

to fear for their jobs, and tzus'actiVely-oppose full

employment policies.

Organization and incentives thus shape knoWledge and

skill. Or,organization'presents workers with some tasks
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d not others, placing some limits on their tasks

while opening other opportunities. Incentives set

priorities, encouraging workers to attend to some

tasks and not others,v or to attend to tasks in one

way and not another. 9rganizationand incentives

thereby provide a focus and boundaries for intelligence.

whey encourage its development an one direction and

deter'its development in another.
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Skill and knowledge are in this srise social constructs ons:
they grow up as much_ because of specific social arrang =nents
as because one Worker teaches a zk.__1.11 to anotiier.

The impact organizatiozi and incentives have (:)-1
teaching can be i ll,itr ated by corraring two

i=larpract-i-ce =Ivate psychoterapy and public sea of
teething. Psychothe=apy is common y viewed as the mor
skilled trade, a result that i due partly to organzational
and incentive differences that enc--rDurage teachers to at-t-tend to
managerial problems for large grc)u=s while allowing psycho-
therapists to attend to issues of learning and

development-for----Indi-c7idual-s".- ac---iers have a large and
problematic task maizirataining clans- oorn order, and they

attend to it closely and constentlr. But psychiatrists
rTnust

have

little or no -proble=n with patient who do not behave properly
in their sessions, aid they need .3tend to discipline little
or not at all. This is not the result of psychotherapits'

superior,knowledge armed skill The therapists do not know

things about htimen Johavior whic1 if taught to teachers could
raZically transform =. improve their disciplinary work with
students. Teachers not continolly s.truggle with isues
of discipline becatiat there is soin thing they don't knot,
and might learn from someone else.

school teachers epee so much time
must work, with a grot=p of student- they did not cloose, nor who

One large rea On th-t pub
on..discipline ha.- they
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wehose them. But psychiatrists in private practice deal only with

people who specifically apply to see them, and when the psychiatrists

--then choose to treat. In addition, while neither public school
.1m

students nor.their families-directly pay their teachers, private

patients in psychotherapy pay their therapists. These two

circumstances their own choice to see the therapist and the

direct costs of the visits -- encourage private therapeutic patients

to follow their therapists managerial cues, including even the

- -therapist's encouragement to,misbehave in ways that may promote

the patient's improvement. Children in public schools-have-no

= such direct incentives o follow their teachers' cues about behavior.

25AIS a result such children are much less inclined either'to

figureout for themselves what the rules are or to follow them

- on their own. ,

Children in non-public schools are in a somewhat

different situation. Their families do pay the schools directly,

and they must secure the-School's consent _before attending.

private school students cannot remain in their school without

-1the schools' continuing consent, any more than private patients

--Ican-remain-in-psychotherapy without-thei therapists' consent--

* There are thus some powerful incentives for children in private

_ schools to figure out what the rules of conduct are, and to

follow them on their own initiative. Such schools typically

avelmach less serious management problems as a result of these

ncentive differences.

The organization of school teaching and psychotherapy
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reinforces these differences.,. Psychotherapists in private

practice see their patients singly, or occasionally in small

groups.-And they rarely see-each patient for more than fifty

minutes a day. But elementary school teachers often-see their

students for roughly six hOurs a -day. In addition, they see

St-udents-in-large---These-differences-in organIzation

narrow the psychotherapist's managerial work because the scope

of his contact with patients is so limited, while they saddle

teachers with large responsibility for managing the people on

whom they work. Even though the teachers' responSibility is

shared by the students, the students' parents, the state,

and so on, their managerial tasks:-are-still-quite-extraordinary

As a result of the large group character of most ,s0hoolteaching,

even teachers in private schools, where there are many incentives

for students- to'manege themselves, have many more managerial

responsibilities than therapists in private practice. Private

tutors, however, who we rarely even think of as teachers,

have no more managerial responsibility than private psycho-

therapists. There are strong incentives for their students

to 'do mostof the rrenagementwor their own, and the teaching

is so organized as to reduce management problems to a minimuM.

,Thus, while managing a young student probably is not

inherently more difficult than managing an adult neurotic,
-

school teachers have a more difficult tim with management

than psychotherapists. The organization and incentive structure
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of psychotherapy helps to solve the psychiatrist's managerial

problems without his even attending to them, because they make

patients -the' chief agent for their own management. But in

public education managing students is a large probYem to

which teachers must address` themselves much of the time, because

the public schools organization and incentive structure do not

OnCOUr

nothing

ge self-management among Students. This difference owes

practitioners' skill _or knowledge, but only to how

managerial r sponsibilities' are allocated in the two practice

In fact, practitioners' knowledge and skills grow in

different- directions precisely because of these differences in

organization and incentives. Psychotherapists can develop skills

of personal insight and empathy, and'can exercise these skills in

light of extensive individual contact i
Therapists also can develop their understanding

heir1
and skill at detecting and interpreting various manifestations

h thei patients.

of human emotions,

emotionsin dreams, gestiares, speech, and the like. And

so inclined they also can develop or improve their knOwledge.
6

o themselves, and of the-ways in-which their deas-and feelings

Shape therapeutic =encounters. Teachers can do some work along

these lines but they cannot dp a lot. The incentives and

OrgAnizationtbat shape their_Work-require instead that they

-develop skills of grotp,management. Teachers must learn how to

detect and interpret various manifestations of group feelings-
,

41
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,indications of restlessness4 inattention, concentration,

and the like. And they must develop ways of encouragifig some

group states and discouraging others. The.teacher's knowledge
com-le x and

and skills are strongly oriented to a fast-moving set of large

group encounters. while the therapist's are oriented to a simpler and

slower moving set of individual interactions.

These differences are not immutable. 'Teaching could be

arranged on the model of private psychiatry. If it were,

nearly all of the discipline teachers face would

vanish; even if no teacher became any more skillful in or

knowledgeable about the management of student groups. Indeed,

by virtue of such a change' teachers would be able-to become

Much less knowledgeable and skillful concerning discipline

than they presently are.- And' if psychiatrists. had to treat-

their patients under something like the conditions in which

teachers meet their students, the character of psychiatric

practice, and practitioners' skills and knowled.ft would

change markedly. In fact, a rough analogue-to this

hypothetical-change already exists in public mental hospitals.

There are great differences in organization, incentives, -ad thus

in practitioners' skill between those working-:In such he itals

and- thosein private psychiatric-practice. Few patients are in
public hospital_

nice, and wish they were somewhere-else. None pay

the doctors, and by comparison with their privately practicing,

colleagues psychiatrists on the public payroll do poorly.
plic hospital

Thee- are many patients and few doctors-,so that/psychiatrists
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can provide little or no individual psychotherapy. To the

extent that such therapy is available it occurs in groups.

There fact,'Iittle psychotherapy in such places--
1

traditionally they were warehouses for the insane, and the

chief difference among institutions h4d to do with how humane

their custodial work was.- Patieritswhogot better did so

because of crude shock therapy, their on determination, fear

of remaining, or perhaps time.. The psychiatrists in attendance

were more administrators than therapists, and often they served

as guards or attendants as well. Recently the development of

psychotropic drugs has made it possible to release many patients

and to treat others. Psychopharmacology has taken over some

tasks that psychotherapy might otherwise have attempted, had

there been the opportunities and resources. But-little is

understOod ab6ut suclvdrugs, and discipline and custodianship

are still among the Chief skills of public hospital work.

2. THE COLLECTIVE CHARACTER OF TEA HERSI'WORK

the school class, then, is,not simply a happen- chance.

lOtation for teachers. vork, It is not simply_a collection of

individuals with wholl. the teacher deals one by one --as though a

class of students were n6 different than a clump of-people

waiting for a subway. For one thing classes have same stability

in time and space they last for an academic year,

a semester, and the same people belong for the entire time.

at least

43
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For another most classes are so urge that teacherE Simply

cannot ignore the group to work with

individuals. One implication of these points is that classes

develop-identities, particular patterns of interaction,

traditions, and other unique characteristics. Practitioners

mint take account of these group-attributes in order to work

effectively. Each class has certain features that must be

taken into account one is fractious, and simply won't

manage competitive activities while another_is passive and

requires competition to get moving. One of the teachers to

whom we spoke during this study recalled a particular class

in this connection:

I had one group, and they would do anything,but
they wouldn't risk anything, they would dO

-hing-you-said---Bu_ _

freedom; they didn't want the discussions..
They wanted the papers that you filled out and
handed in .and got an A or a B. And they as a
group, it was real'noticeable, and.this was the
group that-all-the teachers had said, just, wait
till you get they [implying that'they were a
perfect group because they were so docile]. (KJ I)

But this point about group identity suggests a further, more

important collective element in teaching: the school cia6s.is

itself a-medium of teachers' practice, distinctfrom

its individual membe=3. The class is a group with a life

its own. In order to teach, the teacher must work through the

grcupIn addition the clasp is not only the medium bUt
also the agent
of learning. The teacher who wishes to reach indiViduals must

reach them largely through the group. In principle4 of course
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teaching could be organized differently--aS a series of

,tutorials, for example. Butgiven its present organization,

the siz511. and persistence of school classes, teachers must teach

the group. If they wish to reach individuals they must 'ether

reach them through the group or figure out some.way-to temporarily

suspend the class, or reorganize it. Some teachers do suspend

the class by assigning seat work to the entire group and then

working individually with students. Others reorganize classes

so as to permit them to work with small groups of students while

others are occupied with work on -their own. But these and other

inventions are all ways of dealing with the groin character if.
if.only

teachers' work, .taking it into account even y figuring out

ways to get around it.

3. COLLECTIVE OUTPUTS ARE ESSEN'fIAL

One of the many important implications of the collective

cha-racter of instruction is that the utputs of-teachi-4 always

include some state' of the instructional group itself. A teacher

wish to improve students' appreciation of literature, but

he also must have order in his classroom. Whatever else

practitioners do, they must produce such organizational states.

One reason these states are valued is that they are believed_

to be a p er_oru i d on f Cher= outputs. A classroom needs t some

ort of order if*academic learning is to occur. A psycho-

erapi:t, by contrast, requires no group outputs--he need
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only encourage states in individuals. Another reason these
desirable

states are valued is-that well managed classrooms seem

in themselves. Teachers parents, and stadents often believe

that orderly classrooms matter, quite apart from any. connection

learning academic subjets. These organizational states
_

Manifest values that participants wish to see prominently.------

isplayed..,...__.

WIT

teachers must both.insfruct their studentar'Wreading and

eutputs of teaching are consequently-always plural:

goodmaintain ood order in their classes. any,..of the teachers with
A

this feature of their trade .f. One madevb. we spoke pointed

the point in particular compressed terms, in speaking about her

math teaching:

like to providea-medium for them to get
to know other

_
kids in the class-that they

vou
.

ldn't normally get to know., I've always
aid that' I.consider math secondary to the
ocial skills that I teach kids. I)

This teacher knew that there were two different results but

she tried to produce them.togethe-.,.....
teaching one by teachin

thR ether. But such outputs,can not always be n qtly tiedalways
.

tqgether. They often differ and even compete.
. _

Can learning

RRnidertion:flar- others be-integrated with le_rning mathematics

that sacificing some math skills. Is classroom discipline

.tt

rant than_ Iearnin grammar? Can they be produced

Or nizational and other
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outputs must always be produced together, but their relative

importance, and hoW to co-produce them, are rarely self - evident.

=TheM are no authoritative answers to ,these questions, and

vo''ticipants in performances often disagree on the answers.
.

Practitioners must deal with these uncertainties and disagreements.

The teacher we spoke on this point with noted these

with her approach to teachingdisagreements in

mathematics:

connection

really .don't think I'm up tnere to teach ihew
facts--a-lbt ofpeople would-disagree with that; but
I really feel strongly that kids don't learn
naturally how to relate to each other and that it.'s
part of a teacher's responsibility to :help them. do
that. And especially in a math class that doesrOt
often happen. (FRI)

Teachers, then, must devise-ways to produce two or more

different .results a.t.the samo.time. . They must therefore also

devise ys to manage competing-values.. Uncertainties and

disagreements are endemic to interactive practices, but in

. teaching

they are multiplied by the social organization of practice -

itself. The public school teacher
4
her colleague in a private school,.

disagreements and uncertainties in

faces 'more

and-Ithey.both face many more

their school work than they

would in tutoring =a single child -in a single subject.

4. TEAC ERS COMPETENCE 4MUST BE DOUBLE- EDGED

One implication of'this discussion concerns teachers'

knowledge and skill: in order,tO teach well teachers must be masters
rf%
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of both social interaction and subject matter. They must m-
.

technical knowledge with interactive skills. This comment

appliesto all workers in interactive trades at a general level--

a good psychotherapist must master. b

.human psychology and skills of

settings. But each i ractive

technical knowledge of

interaction in therapeutic

practice has its own version of

this.iequirel4ent. For teaching it is mastery of large group-

Teaching well always 'includesinteraction and subject matter.

both, though,the:balance,of the -two varies arnona situations.

For some purposes it is helpful to distinguish the Skill

of social interaction froill other specialized kMowledge, such as

the theory of neurosis, or the concept of number. The distifiction

is useful in training practitioners, for example: they need not

learn everything-in ohe'great gulp-s--Those'who wish to teach

Mathematics may find it useful to put aside. learning about the

social-side of_teaChing in order to learn the subject-. But the

distinction between.the technical and interactive aspects of

these practiceS is in one respect a hindrance: if .we wish to

understand the competence of mathematics teachers, as opposed to

their competence as mathematicians,. we must understand how they_

connect skills of sociaL interaction with knowledge of mathematics.
therefore

Teachers and workers irisindaar_practici-4-Inu put H-togother,

two things that-need. not-be joined .in other practice. Carpenters

may have-Pt° interact with each other on a job, and if some are

socially clumsy it may make the association unpleasant. Still,

48
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the quality of the woodwork need not be affected. Surely

carpenters would not _regard interactive skill and knowledge

as their special nrovince. But social and technical skill

must be integrated in teaching-. One teacher with whom

talked made this point in n-partiCularly clear' terms

-It's important to be competent in tour discipline,
but I think a lot of lt has to dO with classroom
management. If yoU can't manage a classroom,
itdoesn't matter how good you are in your 'field.-
You have to be-able to keep the kids interested.
and keep therm treating each other with respect,
and you too. (14i)

Sometimes the integration of social and technical skill seems

to take the form of dealing with the social sideof practice as

a prliminary to the exercise of technical-skill. Teachers, f

exampIe*- that -they-must--b-: -e-thair-ci asses-Settle d dog
before reading or math can be taught and learned. Interactive

skill and knowledge is thus seen as a precondition A- the
exercise of
technical competence. But upon closer inspection technical and

interactive knowledge cannot be sO.neatlY distinguished. For

managing 'the interactive features of performanCes-is not a

one -shot matter, arranged at the beginning and then,forgotten.

1The teacher who settles her class down at 8:15.a.m.MUst have. ways

of making sure that it stays settled at 9:15. These may include-
,.

persistent reminders, with glances, gestures, or words. Or the

teacher May-keep-the-work So ipteresting that-Students-remain

settled with no other attention from her. "Similarly, the

psychotherapist treating a patient who has .doubts about the value
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of therapy will hot be able to dispose of the matter once and

for all at the outset, and-then move on to more substantive

matters. -Instead the doubt will be a continuing, perhaps even

Central element-in therapy, Practitioners must devise ways

to solve th, social problems of their practice all along the

way, -no preliminary but as a. -close coMpaniOn for-their

technical work.

This does not mean that the technical side -of teachers'

woe): is unimportant. Teaching reading

-forexample, --requires a set of technical skills related to
---.

certain cognitive operations. The. teacher's understanding
s

\
. 4

of reading, his ability 'tip select appropriate examples,' and his

rif c ce-o mistakes all Include much technical

knowledge and skill. But'these skills-are also social in the
cod effect

sense that they can be:use_ only when fitted to social inter-

actions. Certain examples make sense with one'student but nc

another. Certain exercises will work with individuals alone but

will-not work.forA-group. Certain approacheS will work in one

classroom but not another. One:teacher with whom we. spoke noted

the differences among classes, and their implications for his

teaching:

.1 used to teach, sometimes, Faulknerls The wear,
although lately.r've found that the kidsAeem
to beleSS-able ito-deal.with that than they

duse to be." It's too heaily from an it terpretive'
point of view. They, can't deal with the style.
It may-be that I have 'a slightly different group
of kids in terms of f-their actual capabilities Sand
experiences that _I might have had several years ago.
_1 used to use that quite regularly.and it seemed to
work, and the last couple of times that I used it
it hasn't. (TH II)

0
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Thus while good- teachersmust command the technical side of their

subject' this knowledge can be used Only in social. interaction.

To beome a skill of teaching' knowledge of a subject must.be

fused with skills of managing group interactions.

Teaching well, then., consists partly in'devising collective

activities from which many individuals- can profit intellectually.

Taking parts in reading a play aloud and then commenting on it,

rather than having it read silently andlindividually is a simple

example. Orchestrating such an activity requires skills that go

beond textual criticism of drama. Using discussion of problems

in.social studies or literature rather than relying only on

individual reading and lectures is a slightly more complex

'example, for in discussion students can learn from_each-other'c

ideas, and Irom each other's views of their teacher's ideas.

One teacher with whom we spoke discussed _the-way in which she

managed discussions of literature in an advancedplacemen
Motivated,

said7 that student

were able to teach each other with less than the usual guidance

English class. The-class was so

from her.

...thee kids talk a lot and not always directly to
meior4the class,- but .they .are talking about what
1.41b- are talking about. - It is j-det sort of like they
are very bright and are very in re ed in, awl
somebody else is talking and they a __ost like can't
wait to say it so they'llthave thl:, little interchange. -

and that'Npuld have bothered-me the first few.years I
--taughtlow:-/-realize-the,dynamicsbehindit,and of
course I can't let it go indefinitely...but it's not
a major problem...(GSI)
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Because these AP stude.lts are engaged with the subject and bright

she is .able to let the class manage itself- to an unusual degree:,. -

The discuszlon flows freely among the students in part because

they keep it focused on useful issues themselves. This teacher

noted, hewever, that she manages_discuision differently in other bright

classes. -.Her students in Freshman English

.are much -less mature and they tend to be,giggly
and everything and do have to clamp down .on them
more, but at the same time there are ways of doing
it that are not...I mean somelcift-you can just sort
of joke them out of'it or tease-them about it, or,
and sometimes you just have to come-down a little bit
more strictly with them. (ESI)

Devising collective activities from which students profit

intellectually is this teacher's aim in both Classes, but she

adapts-her teaching to differences, In-the classes. In both

cases, however, students become the agents of each other's

instruction, and they learn things thatmight.otherwise have:

`slipped by. Teadhers can accomplish things with groups that

would be impossible in individual. tutorials

EVen seemingly technical skills are therefore deeply

social -in-such,practices as eachi g. Technical- skills- can be

employed only in social settings, d must be.integrated with

knowledge of social interaction to be effective. Since there

is considerable variability in such settings, one implication

of this point is that the =skills and knowledge of teaching are

onlY:rarely transportable dm bloc. They cannot be learned once

and for all, and.then..be expected to work again and again in

,==
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subsequent interactions. Oneteacher discussed this

point in explaining how dependent her teaching was on class-to-

class differences in group dynamics.

I've got a class now where I let them work in
friendship_groupsfor one unit and I turned them
around and I broke them all up. Just so that I made
them-aS_diffdrent as I could, and they Worked_
perfectly the next ynit. I had [another] cla6s, just
the opposite. As soon as I broke up.thefriendship.-
goup. I had intense problems. So you can't tell
in advance which is the best way-to go. (TH II)

As a result,. the skills of teaching are not a fixed stoc)e.they

cannot be learned once_and for all. In a sense-they must be learned

over and over as they are adapted to particular interactions.

5 CONCLUSION

One point that falls out from this analysis is that competenc

in teaching is fundamentally different than competence in many

other occupations. In other trades competence is identifie with

technical knbwledg6 and skills that are learned on the job,or in

specialized preparation fog, it Teaching has such skills and

knowledge. of aburse. One of the teachers we spoke with pointed.
4

to them:

.a teacher has td."e =- trained in his, or her field.
felt that as an E dish teacher I was a lot better

of being_anEng k_majo-r-and-never -thinking about-
teaching than I would have been if I'd gone to a
university and majoed in education. Because everything
Lhear about that is that it's a bunch of crap. (TH III)

But teachers need more than knowledge of their subject--they also

need interactive skill and knowledge, and they must marry these to

their technical knowledge. This teacher acknowledged these

her comment:
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Now my observation-is that once you know your
subject then you certainly could spend son
time learning about how to teach it. (TH

When she tried to expand on this point,-though,

she ran into a common problem. She said that it was difficult

...to identify the kinds of skills that make
for good teaching; like interpersonal communication,
the ability to develop somebody, you know. I!d -

haveto make a list of them...ATH III)

She could not make such a list, however. what ate the interactive

skills of teaching, and where are they learned or sharpened?
he

Are they learned on the job or in training? If so, _ y are

acquired for the specialized purposes of teaching. But many

teachers complain that no-one ever taught them how to teach.

Certainly the "how to teach" skills this teacher just identified

are not unique to teaching. "Interpersonal communication, the

ability to develop somebody..." sound like. generalized skills

of social interaction, not Specialized .skills of-teaching. If

so, they would be acquired as- one learned hcii4 to get along in

human society, not as part- of teacher training. 0 If this
then

were true/it also would be the case that in order to work

competently teachers and social workers would have to integrate

certain seemingly unspecialized but perhaps considerable

interactive skills more specialized technical skill and

knowledge. This- repertoire would be distinctive but problematic,

for we .lack

---much of a vocabulary for degcribing social know-how7-let'alone

understanding its_integration with technical skill and knowledge.

v

The. teacher in hek comment just Above suggested this and she

elaborated- the idea in a further obse:vatidn:
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But- whatever these skills, teaching in the school,you never talk about those skillsby name. Justtalk about being a good teacher or not being agood teacher. (TH III)

The integlation of technical knowledge with interactive Skill_is
.

an essential element of good teaching, yet it remains mostly

unexplored by, indeed even unknown to commentators -on this trade.

. This _little fora' opens up many fascinating questions.

How is such integratidn accomplished? Hbw do teachers

their trades? How specialized are the skills of teaching-

and h could they be improved? We will return to these and

other points after exploration of other social features of

teachers' work.
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IV. TEACHERS' PERFOR N CES ARE NOT THEIRS ALONE

Be cruse teaching is a .practice of social interaction every

performance is a joint creation, produced as much by those on

Whzim---practitionerswork as by actitioners themselves. The

joint character of performances holds even when the-materials

of practice appear to be passive, for'their-very passivity

powerfully shapes the interaction. It would be

unusual for a psychiatrist working with a mostly silent and

submissive patient to have much success. And teachers whose

work is greeted by students,' withdraWal are
(

milarly unlikely

to produce impressiVe results. In both cases, even though

at first glance it seems that the practitioner is the chief

agent in the situation it would be more accurate to say that

the people he work's on are equally influential, even if not

as active. This feature of teaching has many important

implications for understanding teachers' work, and their

knowledge and skills.

1. OVERVIEW OF JOINT PERFORMANCE

The joint character of performance is typically ignored

by commentators, and-often by practitioners. Irhey.leap

mistakenly frOm the-fact that practitioners have greater

knowledge or authority to the idea that they are therefore

more powerful. -There is_a common.tendency to picture the
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outputs of these practices as the result of practitiOners'

active work On their passive materials, Many social

scientists
11,

e about teachers and school administrators

as. though they were the powerful agents of society's will,

impressing knowledge and beliefs on passive students. And

many teachers and adminiStrators organize their work as

on the same assumption--as though theix job were to give

knowledge actively and the students''job-were=to receive

passively.

But thought and action-of this sort ignores the large

contribUtion that the other people in performances make,

impressing their beliefs and wishes on practitioners and on

the organizations in which they perform. For performance in

these practices are - always interactive, and thus power is

rarely coextensive with authority., Indeed, when the'performance

organizatiOn is a good-gized group, as it is in most gcho 1

teaching, the interactions are so c6mplex that-they place

considerable limit.s on any single person_'s relative importan-ce

In producing performancesthe teacher or any student. Ih a

psychotherapy session, by contrast, the performance

organization- has only two members7 its sizes such that-either

one can have an enormous influence on the proceedings. In

teaching, however, participantsoften influence performances

by way of group action. The most familiar example of this is

the-student who disrupts a lesson by inciting; his classmates to

a fit of giggles, or worse. But the same nrinciple holds for

.00nStructive,,claSses. In any academicallyproductive-class-

room, the-studen p must produce a willing presence;
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a collective commitment to those comp ex operations we call

reading, pr- physics, or music. Th ymust attend to the

teacher, and to the issue under study. They also must

attend to each other, listening to what each says and trying

to understand it. Each therefore takes a role.in advanq4ng

not only his own understanding and skill but also that of

others. And the students must not only do all this, they

also must not do all sorts bf other.things.

Oneof the teachers with whom we spoke pointed to her

students' power to shape classroom work whenshe commented

on differences among her classes.

I run them (classes) all differently. Obviously
the senior AP is gOing at a,tremendous speed, and
it's covering a great deal of material. I can go
into that class and Iknow that everybody has read
everything that I asked, so that we can use [it]
as background, as a jumping -off place. But when
I'm working with a low ability class I can assume

* that some of them have read it, some of them have
read it and ndt understood it, some-of them have
not read it and are pretending that they have, and
others aren't even pretending that they have read it..
Classes are different even within ability levels -. (J14

The teacherzbere-referstothe-impoLtance of students' interest

in shaping what she and a class can do together.- This interest

may be affected by students' ability, or it -tay be affecte'd
on _la-
the social organization of classes by ability. In any case

she noted that there were large variations in stuents' interest

and commitment within ability levels. And she noted other

.factors that affect students' commitment.

It depends on the time of day as 'much as anything.
The second period. class is. 'pretty droopy, even.though
they're the same level as the sixth. [But] in the
sixth I have to'.aatually tell them to:please wait,
take a break,-- let .some/i6dy else saysoffiething, then
they can jump in.. (aw II)
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Another teacher with whom we Spoke, ±eferred in similar terms

to students' power to_influence her classroOm performances.-

Her regular history, classes, she said, did not enjoy writing

very much, and complained when she tried to assign extra

writing. Since she carried a full:teaching load7-abott dne

hundred -fifty eleventh graders--she acquiesced,: .and only assigned

the standard writing load. But- two-other classes really liked

to write, and so- she assigned them mo .so much so'that she

graded and commented on forty-five essays a, week. She noted

that her 1:1 strict didn't recognize or reward this work, and

said that she and Most teachers were somewhat, demoralized by

budget cuts, incomellosses- an the like. Nonetheless,, she

said that

I do,the extra work because ,they,[the students]
like it It's much easier when.the,students
appreciate it...the others. don't,sb I don't put in
the extra work for them.. '(3C I)

Students' collective power producing classroom

performance is considerable, then- :.en though their authority

is quite modest. ProduCing a successful claSs is a complex:

collective -enterprise in which'students play a large role, one

largely unrecognized in both aoadeic commentary and in many,

teachers' work. .

The joint character of'Perfprmances ha important

implicationg for understanding skill and.knowledge.i this_

,
...

ioccupation. One simple 'point is that teachers cannot monopolize

In observing classes one often sees students helping
them.

59
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pach.other to'learn readin- computation, writing and other

things In such instances students, teach each other, not

only unwittingly by the example of their errors but-also

deliberately as instructors. Because school teaching is a

large group activity such teaching among students often

occurs spontaneously. It 6.1so is Sometimes-deliberately

arranged by teachers. One of the eleMentary school teachers
4

with whom we spoke explained hoW she used students to teach

each other in social studies.

I. have them work in groups becaUse I think it,
it solves a lot of their oWn-problems. You knoW,
[some kids will-say) "I can't do that," Well, ok,
if you can't do that, someone else is probably,
pretty good at it,.you can do something else,...
When I give an assignment like qat, and I.present
it in such a way that, here are all the things
you can 'do...and theft I set them off and they're
all involved......They,ga to -tile library, they get
their things...and I know things are going well when-
they'retelling each other 'Here's what we're' going
to do" and rWe're going to do it this way".... (KJ.I)

This teacher's oint is that

because teaching performances are jointly produced she can

vary the balance-of the teaching that she and her students do---

and.thus- vary the,po er they actively exercise in each others'

learning. She put a nice point on her d'scussion by saying

.
such-group work that

_I could leave the room. I could leave the room
and they'd be just fine. There would be nothing
going on exceptmorking. Thet't when .I know,
when I can walk out of the room. (KJ I)

arrangements of this sort redistribute the skills and knowledge

, of teaching. For when students are delegated formal respqnsibility
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for teaching eachother they have to exercise and perhaps

-acquire more of-the skills that teachers now seem_to monopolize.

But while this sort of delegation often happens unwittingly,

it is not a regular planned occurrence,, especially in.theupper

elementary and secondary grades. Teachers-there typically act

as though they were-the sOle producers-of classroom performances.

Such delegation seems particularly fitting in- school

teaching. One reason has already been discussed: iince school

teachers work with large groups they mustuse the group in order.

to accomplish anything. Many teacners use the group inoalv,limited,

ways--for example, by encouraging group discipline, consideration,

and'attentiOn to the teacher and the task While these are

often no mean feat, they encourage a sort of'passive.engagement

with education-. Class groups can be much more effective

edUcationallyWhen they are more actively engaged as eduqa o

As such they can multiply the teachers' impact.

A second reason delegation ofinstructional responsibilities

seems fitting, is that such delegation is in any case an. essential

part of educationit resides in the work itself. For teachers

simply-cannot do their job well without passing on at least some

of their skills to students, so that student- can continue to

teach theMselves. The teacher who helps a child learn to iead

must provide"him with the Skills andknowledge that will enable

--him to instruct himself further-and these would help him- to

instruct others..A psychotherapist who effectively assists a

-phtient.in dealingwith some emotional problem can db. so

only by transferring some of theskills'of psych=otherapy to
0
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even it on a limited basis., In fact, one of the

great stylistic and philosophical differences among practitioners

is in.the extent to which they consciously Seek, to transfer

theirskills to their students, patients and clients. But

.however teadher: may differ on this point as a matter of

principle' good teachers of all persuasionS do their work by

giving themselves away. cone cannot teach students how to

crack mathematical pizles-without teaching th8se

skills of problOm diagnoisis that a good teacher must use in

her selection and explanation of math problems. One of the
elementar

-,-school teachers with whom we spoke said that she tried to alert

children to their role in their own education; she tried

consciously to teach them the very problem-solving skills

that were central to her own teaching.

1 think it's the thing we all need most to learn,
-cause we really do it all ourselves, and kids begin...

it's a big secret that teachers usally keep from-.
kids:..I don't think it needs to be a secret. I

ink it can be very clear that there are ways to

d anything, and you have to do it yourself and
I show you how to do it And I feel strongly

that want my kids to learn that they're doing
it, that they,can do it without me... (EP II)

One might. eve/argue that to teach well is to recurrently make

oneself unnecessary, by enabling those on whom one works to

become the agents of one's own practice. This does not mean

that every good student is therefore a full-fledged teacher,

-nor every. atie t a therapist. The teacher whom we quoted just
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ab_ve was quite clear that there were big differences

skill and resvonsibility between teachers and students..

There arethings that I will expect them
to do and which the -world exnects-them
to do, and which as a teacher it's my
obligation to have them do. ...my gift to
kids is to have them realize, hey, they can
do it, but they have to do fiery

powerful. .CEP II)

It seems particulKily appropriate that this teacher described

her work as a gift. For in teaching -a in most practices

of social interatioh, the practitioner can only succeed

by giving away his most important possessions. Teachers are

everywhere necessary, but to do their job well for any given

student.. they must make the elves forever unnecessary.

A more shematic way to put these points is that in-

practices like teaching there are always two agents: the

Practitioner and those humans on-whom he works. In all

oth'er trades the practitioner is the sole agent. As a

result, in teaching and similar trades there are always

alternative ways in whicil a particular task can be

accomplished: the practitioner can be chiefly responsible;
4

the materials can by chiefly respdnsible; or they can

'cooperate as co-workers. Eaoh of these alternativesimplie9

different allocations of -he skills and knowledge of

practice among participants in perforMances. If one way to

thin about practice improvement is improving the teachers'

skill, another therefore is to change the allOcation of

responsibility` thin schools or classrooms so as to change

63
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the allocation of teacher skill Because perfomanc

in education are jointly produced, there are moreways to

improve practice than by improving teachers' skials.

The alternatives Eor allocating agency and skill

are unappreciated by most teachers, administratOratand

commentators. Indeed, the -guiding ideas of these practices

falsely eXalt-thepractitioners' status, and euaggerate their

monopoly of skills and knowledge. Such exaggerations are

perhaps an understandable defensive reaction i practices

whose everyday work vividly demonstrates the practitioners

dependence upon those with whom they- work.. Wo kexsin

such trades develop an extraordinarily keen sensed the

uncertain efficacy of their skill, and many worries about

their powers. But however understandable it is each

defensive exaggeration under'itates the collectivecharacter

of work, and this is selfcdefeating. Teachers and

administrators who ignore the power of those on whom they

-rk-thereby-discourage.and-frequently-depress those

others' perforMance. And when research and. training.

focus chiefly on practition as if they were the only

agent of practi,e, they close many windows on understanding

the important cohtribution ptudents already make ,and on

the larger contribution that they might make if properly.

organized.
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2. INTERACTIVE IMPROVISATION

fiecaise all performances are jointly produced in
-teaching .practitioners' improvisations - -a common featule
tpf, prctices--take on a remarkably different charac E.er
mprcvation is an important element in all trades

-to-improvise is to adapt existing skills and knowledge
Mew situaions. Improvisation- often requires quick

-decisions 4.nd. on-the-spot adjustments of existing skilM_s
/

to novel circumstances. In this 'sense most praoti iones
L.-hey work, devising somewh,t novel pzooedures

ing slightly different goals, adjusting what they
]sow to what they couldn't predict. In extending their

.experiences they broaden their' competence. ?"4.umbers

improvise as they -try to repaii an antique toilet by
adapting spare parts from newer models; jazz musicians

improvise as they invent variations on existing themes

and ftirniure makers improvise as they adapt difference=
in the gr-=in and density of wood to = existing chair

designs. Workers who do not improvise even in some seal
measure 'rest be automata, working by sheer habit.

But xtir_f improvisation is in this ser se similar
all practiaces, there also are some noteworthy d"
Tor one thing, the specificity of outputs,tdiffers acros
Tractices and this affects the type and extent of
improvisst- ion. Classical piano performance is current 1-m-Ir

much more narrowly specified than jazz piano,. and
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improvisation has a much larger role in the second case.

This difference arises from social custom and professiona'

opinion, and these could be otherwise. The outputs of

teaching, however, are inherently less determinate than

those of ceramic pottery -and so in principle there are

more possibilities for improvisation in teaching than in

ceramics. Of cour-e, both potters and teaaer8 improvise--

.often th_t is' how they figure out what their output will

be. -Once a potter devises a product, hoWever, he:can

replicate it nearly exactly, by using the same- -methods and

materials time and time again -. The teacher cannot. One

reason for thisL.s that his outputs are.much less determinate

than the potter's--even though they can be severely restricted

custom, professional opinion, and other factors.

A second reason that teachers'cannotreplicate.the

results of earlier i provisation, as jazz mtscians and

potters d is that teachers'never improvise alone. In

most practices improvisation is entirely the practi-ioner

work; he alone adapts-his knowledge and skill to certain

.
novel features of his 'materials, or to new-requirements

of the task or the setting. But in teaching and similar

practices improvisation is interactive. Practitioners

work on human individuals or groups who make large contri-
Le-

butions to performances. A hint of ..t.his facet of the work

can be gained from improvisational theatre;Tactors and

actresses face complex challenges when they quickly make up
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--skits on the basis of random suggestions from their

But how much greater would be the challenge

if these actors had to improvise their skits in collaboration

with their audiences, using the audience not merely to

initiate suggestions for performances but also as full

participants in the acting. This comparison suggests

something of the character of-practices like teaching,

in which such interactive "skits" compose much of the work.

Listen to one teacher describe her love of pe-rforming:

Part of the pleasure.of performing, whether it's
on stage or whatever, is the interchange with
the addiencef__tha-tyou get some kind of feedback.
Maybe,whea-eYbra are on the stage obviously, the

audience isn't answeringback or anything like
students in a classroom, but tell by
the applause or the laughter or whatever.'..(ES I)

When the participants "answer back" in addition to

applauding or hissing improvisation becomes extraordinarily -

complex and eJlancey. All practitioners_must%adapV their

skills and knowledge to-unforeseen conditions, but teachers

and students must respond to each other's spontaneous and.

unpredictable behavior. In teaching and similar trades.

t would be impossible to work without some spontaneous

joint contribu...ions. Workers in most- trades must make'

up their performances as they go along, at least in certain

small-respdcts, but only.in pradticeS like teaching do-

practitioners make up their- performances response to the

madeup performances of those on whom they work, and vice

versa. As a result workers in these practices cannot
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replicate most p rformancesr

they struggle to apprdximate an earlier result. The

1V-l2,

must improvise even as

craftsman, by contrast, can replicate a prio result
7

quite nicely, even though- improvisation was required to

achieve it the first time.

Understanding the interactive nature -improvisation

in teaching opens many windows on practitioners ''performances,

and on the skills they must develop. One point, while

obvious, is of great importance: practitioners must deal'

with unpredictable chanties in their performance organizations.

One way to do this is to reduce the opportuftitie* for

such changes by means ,of rigid rules and. procedures.

Many teachers deal with the unpredictable nature of

their work in this way, _

sticking to a set curriculum, using fiXed exerCis6S-With pre--

-specified correct answers, and the like. Another. line of

restriction focuse on social interactionassigning

individual seatw- k, or only calling on students one by y-one

in whole class activities. =By sticking to a set curriculum -!a

a single text I= example--teachers can restrict opportunities

to probe many uncertainties in the subject matter and

by:implidation in the objectives of their work. By

.restFicting classroom interAetion to lectures or individual.
, -

_questions and answers teachers can reduce students'

opportunities to open up uncertainties by exploring the

subject matter more on their own initiative. One of

the teachers with whom
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we spoke called attention to the differences between these

approaches:

WeLl, I've become convinced that a good
learning situation should be one in which
students are actively involved and it is
my observation thdt the easiest thing to
do is to do just the.opposite: have the
students be controlled and have the teacher
'preSent the material for the students to
learn. (TAI I)

Notice that this teacYier sees two separate elements in the

easy strategy ".. have -the students be controlled and have

the teacher present the liaterial...." These two lines of

restriction are somewhat independent. Teachers can relax

.restrictions on interaction while maintaining restrictions

on the definition of subject matter, or they can do the

reverse. Each manages one source of improvisational

uncertainty in classroom work. And each makes it possible

for teachers to 'develop their skills and knowledge within

a somewhat restricted terrain. Knowledge of subject matter

can be limited to-the set curriculum,and interactive skills

limited to managing a hierarchical, routine classroom.

Another approach that teachers can take, is to use

improvisation as a central element in their work.

This allows them to take advantage of the joint

character of teaching performances and7it also'permits.them

to probe subject matter more deeply.- To do so practitioners

must learn to adapt to-many unpredictable=developments,,

inventing performances on the spot. Many teachers learn
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to organize their insights, questions, and other classroom

interventions in quick response to shifts in students'

interest and response to the materials--shifts about which

teachers often have little hotice, and only.fragmentary

knowledge. Such improvised performance can become a

central feature of teachers' _work--nd much Competence can

grow up around interactive improvisation. Such teachers

develop the knack of tUrning wrong answers

into instructionally helpful exercises. They learn how

to ask questions in ways. that open up avenues of fruitful

intellectual conflict in the class. They learn to

notice when a class had had enough group work, and

needs time to recoup on ther. own. One teacher said of

such work that "I have a plan in my head. I think I have

a pretty good set of individual priorities on what's

valuable-to me. as a person." But, she went on, "I get my

cues from the students." (KJ I)

But if interactive improvisation opens up many opportunities

it also can confront teachers with many problems. First of

all, improvisation requires deep knowledge of

.subject matter. Beginning pianista.cannot improvise jazz

Sequences; inexperienced plumbers cannot figure out innovative

ways toJouild sinks; and novice mountain climbers ca. not

compose a successful-attack on a deadly cliff. They simply

.don't know enough. The Same_principle holds .for interactive

practices. A teacher who knows little about physics will

70
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not be able to improvise much of a lesson on aerodynamics

around the swallow that mistakenly swooped into her

classroom. A social worker new to her trade will not

be effective ping her clients make the best .of

rules and regulations. Skillful social maneuvering that

lacks a solid foundation of technical knowledge is quite

limited. The more profound that knowledge is the

greater the. possibilities for effective improvisation.

The thinner practitioners' knowledge of the subject the

more they must reduce the opportunities for imprOvisation.

One teacher with whoa we spoke took note of these

connections in discusSing the poverty of much elementary

school science teaching.

You ask kids in the elementary level, most of
them think science is a book that their. teachers
have-put-them through. Now that's all it is in
most of the elementary grades....And so kids
don't know, they don't haVe any sense, like
what's science to you guys? It's learn about
weather in.a book. And I think it's the fault
of the teachers who are grasping at straws, using
tie book because they are not-too confident and
I think science should be like an area where you
could make teachers feel real free as to what they'd
want to do with their kids-. And not have to stick
to the book. But :they go back to it out of
desper,:tion. (ICJ II)

Lacking any knowldge of their subject teachers stick closely

to the text. They dare not probe the subject deeply because

it is a large unknown; they fear that they could not do

their job at all if they strayed from the text. One

English teacher with whom we spoke made a similar point,

71.
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connecting teachers' own education with their later work

in classroo

I always wondered about edUcation degrees,
when people come out with not a degree in-
English but one in education. I feel-like,
they've taught you to teach, but what have
they taught_ you to teachYou must have
content. thiREEYaiaire teaching =

Shakespeare, you have to be able to make
references to everything taken from
ShAespeare, from Shakespeare up to
right now, so that you can explain how popular
and important the man's been all along., It
.helps people to cross-reference...[iri] thinking
on your feet, I guess, because it shows them
that it's all of a piece, (al I):

Knowing oae's subject makes is possible .to think on

-your feet... and_spontaheously make connections-that. will

be useful to students. "But if they had a teacher who

was staying one pageahead of them in the book--and there

are people who operate that way 7-then... such connections

could not be made, and much richness in the subject would

--Ape lost. (3W I)

Teachers can cope with their own ignorance by organizing

classes in a rigid 'and traditional form. But they-also can

empoy activities that permit-improvisation as long as
they-keepit away from deep subject matter.

High who teach history or social studies

by dismissing daily newspapers sometimes take this

approach, as do primary grade teachers who .Organize

classes around group activities -- games, songs, field,

trips, and the like--that interest children without
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carrying much intellectual content. But in such cases

teachers' thin subject matter knowledge restricts their

capacity to improvise, and their ability to learn from

their own work and from their students. One elementary

school teacher with whom we spoke probed the differences

in her wn knowledge)of-English and mathematics, and

the impact these .had upon her teaching.

I guess that in the language arts area
my teaching style, I think is nit, it is not
totally. teacher centered. I think that I am
able to give them my knowledge of the subject
and because of my-love for .it, I'm able to
have a. pretty good balancing between the
child and the teacher as far as a give and
take and eliciting-a lot from children. Now
unfortunately I am not able to adhere to
that same philosophy in matlf.' If I felt
more secure in teaching 'math -I- would try:to
do that. I would,try to have more of an
inquiry kind of apprOach to it But it is:not
my favorite-thing to teach so I probably am
more, just more lecturing-you know, and showing
and such than I would like to be. (J1LI)

This teacher's insecure knowledge of-Math had her teach it

in a lecture format,,to restrict classroOm interaction

around the subject. She went on to make the same points

about other. Subjects.

In social studies it 'depends on the topic.
=f it is something that I'm reaLlY interested
in and I can bring language into it, I will
be able.to teach it with some kind -of an inquiry
approach If it is a topic that I'm not sure
about I. probably hold on to materials more and
more and kind of feed it to the kids, And the
same thing. with Science. It depends again on
the topic. (iIN I)
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To be Effective, then, the/foundation of knowledge,

in improvised performances must be deep; familiar, and

thoroughly assimilated. For only then is knowledge available

wen there is little time for reflection or refreshing

recollection. While t clinical

knowledge is a.large element in interactive improvisation, then,

to be usable such knowled e must be tacit. One of the

elementary school teacher with whom we .spoke talked about

the differences between h relatively weak knowledge of.

mathematics and her work in English anazocial studies..

I'd like math to become as creative and
intuitive to me as my other teaching is.
I mean, I know what you need to know and
do in writing reading and social studies
and I can pull it together and integrate
it and do it well. And I don't have that
internal sense of the-way mathAlappens..-..(EP I)

This teacher-went on to discuss her efforts to deepen her

knowledge of math, and she said that her teaching had

improved Somewhat. She no longer worked just by the book.

But she still felt relatively insecure in the subject,

and worried about moving away from conventional methods.

...there's ateemedous Conflitt-between the.-
demands of the society in teaching strict
cOmputatipnand'my.belief-in what teaching is,
which is'the thinking process. So every time
I spend three-days doing something else, not ,

doing mycomputatidh,then I get all neurotic
-.and paranoid. Though km myself I believe that's
how you teach math. .Thatia One-of life's
conflicts.' But°, I think that if I got a more
internal grasp of it, .then I'd be able to
integrate it and find- "it everywhere and then
I wouldn't be nervous. I meAri,I'm not
nervous when I don't do reading in [ability]
groups.. (EP I)
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Thus, while all teachers must improvise, the exten

of such work varies greatly depending in part on

teachers' command of their materials, in part on their

interactive.skills, and in part on their ability to connect

the two. .Many teachers restrict the uncertainties by

reducing the opportunities for improvisation, but they

thereby also restrict their students' and their .own

opportunities to-find challenge and excitement-in the work.

s a lifetime of learning and excitement in a subject

if only one knows it well enough to see the many puzzles it

contains and appreciatethe:many views that others can

take of .an issue. But teachers who have been taught that

the knowledge required in tdaching is mastery of a text, and

that the teacher's job is to=t ell students the right answers

are unlikely to learn much from their own-subject or-be excited

by it for very long. They are thus also unlikely to take

the chances that extensive improvisation requires.' Their

classroom performances will be jointly produced with students,

but the students' contributions will be limited in content

and likely passive or unproductive in character. Teachers'

performanceS are never theirs alone, but if teachers are not

sufficiently in command of their subjects to take intellectual

risks with students they will restrict what students might

learn.
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3. INTERACTIVE IMPROVISATION AND COMPETENCE

Not all teachers rely extensively on interactive

improvisation, thought is difficult to teach without

some such reliance. Even among those who do im,,rovise

extensively, not all do it well. But consider for a

moment certain paradoxical qualities of competence among

those who teach well by means -tensive

improvisation. They must have a reasonably deep- command

of their subject otherwise they could not capitalize on

the many opportunities for teaching and learning that ordinary

classrooms present. Yet even with such deep knowedge

teachers frequently feel that they succeed by the skin

of their teeth. _ay must respond quickly to students'

questions, comments, and ideas; they must.deal constructively

with many conflicts and mistakes concerning subject matter;

.eve the ,skills and knowled
an they must nanage a_ t is in a ui and unpredictable

social situation.

e to

In such work teachers rarely can have the

benefit of much reflection or even brief pause,

and as a result the knowledge on-which their

responses depend-is often unavailable to their own

consciousness. They frequently don't know why they :ailed,

or succeeded-Often they can say no more by way'of

explanation than "intuition. They therefore feel that

they are skating orLthin ice, and are perhaps ill-prepared.

To make matters worse, improvisation is rarely
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noticed in teachers' training or in academic comment on

teaching -- despite the fact that it olaysa large and

distinctive role. Therefore teachers' first professional

exposure to the improvisational aspects of practice

-typically occurs not in training but on the

job. Training for and commentary on teaching instead-
t

tenc. to mimic the deductive, end-to-means reconstruction

of how practitioners work that is found in commentary on
Other practices,

-particUlar y technology and science. This reconstruction

is almost comically overdrawn, yet the caricature has

cur-ency. Teachers are exhorted to become good planners--

td learn how to set specific objectives, to determine the
/

proper means to aChieve them, and then to march ahead from
-

/the first-to the second by means of pre-arranged sequences.

Planning and analysis are of course useful--theypan
t

aid improvisation--but overstating the possibilities of

foresight can heighten practitioners' sense of incompetence,
or b

or their contempt for the academy's approach to teaching,

Performance in practices like teaching is analogous

_ finding a way through uncertain terrain--making up

maps, inventing new paths and destinations, finding old. -

ones again, and improvising in other ways as we go.

But all-the while those leading the expedition must

encourage the commitment of their fellow travelers, must
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support their sense that the journey is worthwile,

must give evidence that it is well-conducted. Doing

IV-22

such work, whether in teaching mall children to read

or in teaching-adolescents calculus requires considerable

tact and skill. But such improvised work also%lends itself to
.

the sense that performances are only a little skilled,

or maybe even a fraud. Worries about the character-of.

competence may be rooted in the very nature of good work

in this trade.

7S
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JOINT PE 0FNANCE AN JOI EVALUATION

Teaching is a profession of social interaction, and so

all successful performances- are-teachers' and students' joint

productions. But in order to act students, like teachers, must

judge, and decide. Will they attend to the lesson? Can

they understand the teacher? Io they want to -Is the lesson

interesting? is the teacher fai=r: is the class conducted well?-'

Teachers' actions. are-not the only influence on how such .

questions as theSe are answered. But students ask and. answer

these and many-other queries in every class, and their teachers'

actions do offset-the ans--rs+7indeed, they often shape which

questions are asked. Because students are active agents in

the classroom then, th6y are also. important judges-of teachers'

crk. Students regularly evaluate-their teachers' perforMancest

and base-their own .classrooM. actions on these evaluations.

Teachers must-respond to these evaluations and_consequent

actions in their own work. .TeaChers',performangest-and their

skills,,are thus shaped by their students' judgments.,

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS' WORK

ecause students are the first-line judges of teachers'

work, good teachers pay attention to students' evaluations.

Thy ,become close observers of their chargeg, and-this affects

teachers' performances and their thinking. We can fihd

evidence of.this in a_ general way in
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the ways that teachers talk about how they figure out how

well they are doing. One teacher with whom we spoke said

...I really think the main way I know is
from watching what's happening either
by the child him or-herself, or our
interaction, and seeing the kindof Work
:that's happening .(SS II)

Notice that this teacher mentioned three specific foci for

observation: how the child is behaving, his interaction with

the teacher, and his work. TO do their jobs well teachers

must develop skills ofJpbservationon. all three fronts,

learning to see small signs and interpret them wisely. A

good primary teacher will notice inattention in a student,

and deal with it before the student loses control of the

leSson. if a student clings or in other way's tries to

monopolize her attention she will find ways to divert the

student so she can work with others. And -she will a-range

things so she can watch students doing long d vision,'sd as

pick up reasoning ;problems befOre an entire assignment is

complete.

Another teacher with whom we spoke put these poin

in a slightly different, way when 'he said:

.1 think you can obserVe [how things are going]
by the process the kids are going-through in
doing something. Ifthey're indeed doing it
and ey're excited and enthusiastic about
do it. And you can judvje from the, products
tha come out 'of it. GIN 11)

The teacher we.quoted initially elabOrated-these ideas in a

useful way, calling. attention to some of the-qualities she looks

for in childrens' work. By implication this- teacher is also

pointing to)lciw closely she must observe students and their work.

8_0
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Well, I knoW things-are going well when there
is an -energy around the task that beComes, or i
productive for the child. And it may not be
this minute, or within the next five, but that there
is a curiosity and an energy that propels the child

at whatever speed. Which is very different from
a sort of grinding, halting.- .Another way, when
I think about a child...it has to do with how
often they return to it [some' subject or task]
on their iwn; independently-- Whether it is
science or blocks-or -4riting.. And it may be something
that -the child can do on his or her own, but there
is alqualityof attention about the work that speaks

involvement. (SS II)

Another teacher summed up these points about observation, in

response to a query about how she knew-how her own work was going.

She said that she watched her students to see how she was doing--

noticing

Body language, facial expression, enthusiasm,
for what we're doing, enthusiasm for the
task, process,, whatever, engaged. You have
to do it in diffprent doses with different
kids-.. (EP 31)

.However highly developed, though, /teachers' observational skills

are never enough. They frequently fail to see important things:

even obvious ones. This teacher went on to -say

...yon can, miss too. The other dayI wart
doing a dictation and feeling very confident
about everybody...and to my'student teacher's,
horror ...she walked by somebody and he was
crying. Water all over his paper! ...So you
can.miss.: you ..can- certainly. And I wasn't
aware of it. (EP II)

Perhaps because of such instances many teacher are particularly

alert to their students' evaluations of ongoing perforMances.

As their discussion here suggests, not,all .0 students' evaluative

response is conscious, nbt if-conscious is it alWays articulate.

Si,
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But some teachers ealize how essential these continuing

evaluations are to their own success, a.nd so they try to

create conditions that encourage students to keep them

informed. One teather'echoed the ideas presented above,

saying that she depended on

...the feedback from the kids. Both verbally
and what I see themvriting....when I walk
arotind the room and I see -that 90% of then got
the right answer and -did it right, then I know
I've done a good 'job academically, in terms of
teaching the material.. (FR II)

She went on, ailing 'attention to the ways in which the

organization of a class can affect what a teacher learns

about ner performances.

But I find that the atmosphere that I've
created in a class, the More open,it'..is, the
more likely you'll be able to tell-whether you've
done a good job. And:they let you know all the
time They'll tell you whenyou didn't do such a,
hot job of eplaining. raise his- hand
and say, ,"you really juSt confused me more.°"
I think kids,have to feel that they can say that
to you, because-otherwise you'll never know. (FR,

4,1

In effect, this-teacher tries to learn about the quality of

her:work .by encouraging studentS to offer their assessment of how

things -are- going. Her torment is
- also useful because it ale-_

us to strategies that-teachers can_Use to gain access to

students' assessment of their work - beyond lust paying

ttention._ And it calls attention to the potential importance

of such strategies in improving teachers' understanding of how
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they are doing. But encouraging students to share their

evaluations of on -going performances is only one way of dealing

with the-large role that mutual evaluation plays in such

eractive trades as teaching. This teacher's discussion also

'71s attention, by contrast, to another way of dealing with

this feature of performances--i.e., ignore .57 teachers

who manage their classes in traditional, highly structured ways

leave much less room for students-to express their assessment of

on-going performance, or at least to express them in ways

that teachers might find useful. Students' assessments

are instead either repressed or manifested in inarticulate

waysDorcd restlessness, day-dreaming, or rote compliance.

This does not mean that students' educations are less important

to the progress of the class, only that they are important

in less articulate- ways. But however students respond in such

classes, our point is simply that teachers can try to arrange

ther classes so as to stifle students' response. These teachers

rely more on authority than on intelligence to manage students'

assessments of their performances. But whatever strategy

teachers choose', they must somehow manage students! evaluations

of them work.

2. I PLICATIO S FOR TEACHERS' THINKING

A third point-that flows from-this discussion

concerns the ways that teachers' intelligence can be

adzIpted to the interactive character of their work. One

aspect of this has already been mentionedmany'

teachers develop skills of observing students'. behavior,-
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in addition to their skills of diagnosing students'

written and oral work. Such observational skills have nany

interesting features, but one is of particular interest

here: when teachers think about their work they think

about particulars. BecauSe their work is interactive,

pay attention usefully they must attend to:speCific

instances. They reflect on what one student misunderstood,

\what one exchange signified, what one set of badly done

spelling exercises says about previous lessons. Teachers
also

do\not think only about particularsthey/Worry about how

much mathematics students should learn, how best to teach

it, ant whether instruction should be offered about the
4t

Ho cause or nuclear war. Teachers often appre- e the

logic of asubject, or understand the structure o
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discipline. But when they teach,such understanding and

appreciation must be filtered through particular inter

actions around particular examples, exercises, questions
general

and answers. Otherwise the teachers'/understanding will

not reach their students.

This particularity is evident in the way teachers

talk about their Work. They focus on specific cases--a

student who cracked a reading problem, three students who

disrupted a class, a class that went wrong because the

student teacher misconstrued the lesson. Teachers'

conversation is focused on specific interactions because

thoSe interaction are the vehicle for their work. It

only. through suchparticularcases that math can be taught

in school, or reading mis-learned. Consider all the
'n reeed n chapters,

instances is we ve -used teachers!' words to explore

and explain their work here. Most refer to particular

instances: they tell a story, or they refer in a general way

to the particularity of teachers' trade. Some commentators

take this Particularity to be a mark of simple-mindedness

in teachers, but they Are mistakc. Not all are

-smart, but their intelligence adapted to their work, and their

work centers on socicl interaction -- which by its nature is

particular'. When teachers talk about their work they

therefore tell stories -and comment on them.

5
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This feature of teachers' thinking is
a

worth mention because there is such a great contrast

between the ways teachers think and the ways that most

commentators and reformers,- of teaching think. By now most

ommentat_ s and reforIners are academic analysts who have been

trained ',in one or .another of the social sciences. There is

a great difference between excellent analysis in

teaching and in social Science disciplines.- The teacher's

excellent analysis consists in finding a world of meaning

in the particulars of interaction. The social scientist's

excellent analysis typically consists of discriminating

amppg abstractions, or in generalizing about large bodies of

evidence. Often this evidence is observed by others and

reported to the analyst second-hand, in words or nuMberS.

Teachers do not think in the way of social science

disciplinarians, but that does not mean thaey do not.think

well,

There is more -here than-a mere difference.- Story

telling and the analysis-of particular social phenomena are

approaches to understanding that have only mOdest currency, in

the academy. Especially in schools of education, where

the abstract subject matter and generalizations of social

science-have long been seen as a ticket to academic

respectability, such story telling usually evokes a bored

or even horrified reaction. It is dismissed as "telling

war storAes something no respectable social scientist would,
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Teachers' chief means of ==neflecting on their work thus

finds little appreciation in 1± lose intellectual centers

designed to improve ourgraSp c=pf education. The academics

spebifically charged with undem=standing teaching and

interpreting it are, byvirtue of the dominant modes c

thought_ in the ,universities,.Si_ngularly ill-equipped to take

account of how teachers think ambout their work. Many academics

assume that because teachers dc=p-not think in the ways most
-customed tc

social scientists are ey do not think well.

This point about teachers " thinking is also important
becausjr=L
-efforts to improve teaching see k to improVe teachers'

ability to analyze their own wc% =lc. In itself this seems
recent

provementreasonable;

efforts

but most, indeed nea___=ly all of thes
nalysis with

equate oacadem_ic analysis. 'exhort

teachers to improve their abili-ity as detaFhed analysts

their own practice. Some argu9

that teaching should be viewed -s a decision making trade,

and that teachers shouldbe try fined

to be better.decision nakers: amore careful definition

Of goals, better understanding r-nf alternative ways to reach

each goal, a better grasp of how to asses the relative

effectiveness of alternatIVes, end a better command of how to

evaluate their wn progrpsS--alLIML these-and others are

advertised a.s essential elements in teat. er improvement

A few reformers- have taken up time whole package or something

87
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like it=z, while others have concntratemed on one element or
anothet=7. Some, for example, tryto 1:)ovide teachers with
better skills in deciding abo utalteriative ways to produce

one joartioular
output-tlikereading. Qt=hers try to teach

teacher s better evaluation skit others try tc
improve teachers' ability to dine ob -jectives precisely,
or try Into persuade

teachers to adopt packages of objectives
already so defined. Some otherieformars,of teaching have
tried quite a different approae1-they- construct simulated
settingtme in which teachers can vork at a prescribed task,
scrutinf5_ze the result, reflect cnit, =identify weaknesses,
and try again. In this ca-e't enotiot7n is that teachers
can leari from the opportunity topraOice outside- their
classes, and then carrY the learning baimick into class.

re s and others sem

e-

the best ud =e of work

and s milar trades s one. h akes a
de e ancldis assiona

o-r iitside o man s.
The good decisidnmaking teacher is thowught to be one who can
.ntand back from her classrooms work and- figure out what her
goals rea=lly are. The good evaluating t=eacher'is one who c
look cool ly at the results of her ork and figure out where
has go=ae wrong. - They often asswe tba_ _t practitioners can

take this stance on their work a% it goe:s on. The decision-
making anct3 evaluating teachers shove are expected to perform
their anaEytic work in the middle ofthir-ngs, assessing goals
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and evaluating performance more sharp] y as classroom work

:proceeds. But sometimes it is believe -d_ that such reatonibg

can be
outside of performances and then-pluged bat the right

In either event,
tite. /those who try to improve practi---tioners' analytic

skills seem to assume that teachers cater?, integrate tn external

iudge's perspective into the ongoing amaLction. They assume

that teachers can analyze their work against external

standards while working inside; that 1 eachers can

imaginatively stand outside performanes' at the same time

as-they actually produce them,

From time to time, of cours

step back in their imagination,

standing inside.

wor==Yessin all trade's

nd 0,E5 tiler work goet on

they consider it as an external judge eight. -Workers in

any trade consider matters as their Cuastains, or

supervisors or critics might and ca__rtainly teacherA do

But my analysis suggests teachers haves unusual- difficulty

adopting such a detached perspective, because of the

pressures to pay attention to the otilo-Isr participants in

their performances. We aske4teacher-s what they did
,

or whO they talked to when trying to figure out whether

their work was going well, or needed improvement. List

to one teacher,-who told us:

I know when it's n goitw .rilIlt,and I

feel "oh, I bdmioed out on working with

that child or in presenti=_ g that today.

89
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S- one point, seemingly simple enough, is that teachers

listen td) themselves--they know when things go pborly.

But- how do t=hAy know. Well, thigteacher went on to tell

us about:

one child in particu A had, wejiad
t=his same scenario several different times
where she has been dojAg)Tieth with rods
which she cam, do, thevis not question
ambout that, alright, but there is sort
cr.pf no independence it doing it on her .ownt all....and this was just driving me
bongo..... (SS II)

In fact, t in, this teacher di qjust listen to hers-1

she attendees -to a child, and to Ierraction to the chile

work. One theme in teachers' Aiiswers to our query, then,

one .we allEtreadymentioned--theyNT attention to s en__

to find out h-w-they are doing.
/

This teacher went on to say, though, as several tithe

did, that sl=me:sometimes turned tocolleagues outside the

claSsrooM fc=pr help. She contirmedispeaking of this child,

that she

--decided in (working With her] that I wasn't,

as I usually do with children, making sure that

there was success, repeatedly at the outset...

..4 listtallUnq'wi,-h_thi o teacher and
Ittlincr aout that... I sosn't setting this
VP r-ight you know. So thenext three times I-
did It I made sure that happened and today .

Wag the fourth and it wagaveritable breeze,
femphasis added)

you ;mow. She did it..., (SS II)"
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So a second theme is that talking to other t

help in figur

As this teacher

g

most often
it or the
talk with
teacher.

V -11A

achers c

t what's wrong, or how to get it right.

old us,

to k to
are some

'the s
II)

a- friend or colleague about
sources I go back to and I
udent in the classroom- -a student

But then she continued 'turning to _ different idea about

where teachers find help, she said=

Sometfrnes I'll turn to another child and say "I'm
not helping him with this very Well, could you
find a way to do it?" And I don't.feel that is-
abdicating when'I involve another child,-because
often, often they make the connection and the main
thing is for the connection to be made, not who's
helping it to be made. (SS II)
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T-This is the -third point -- teachers must find t -sOurces

of i_dence and help within their own class es, Recall a
teacia _r' s view, quoted earlier in this chapter:

[I rely on] the feedback from the ki ds. 130tTh
verbally and what I see in their 3.4ri
They'll tell you when you didn't do such a
hot job of explaining. A kid' 11 ra-i se his
hand and say, 'you really just confiLsed me Liore. (FR II)

As teachers try to step back from their work those

workers who produce ideas or objects--they mid tak. accoult not
only f external judges but also of twenty 0 sthirt---y judges
sittig in their classroom. These judges Inalle their. o
analyszes of teachers' work, and their own de lerinina--=tions about
its clality. If teachers,' work is to succeetithey must
satisf=y these internal judges. Most analytireio z s of

teacbi -rig assume that teachers can assume a detached perspective--
mood

-their own per forman as they pro uxutheM--but the
inters _ctive character of these practices disocOumgemms such
detaCh__:_men t For the M-,>st iMporttnt critics
and Ca:-ns ers of practitioners' work are the people on whom

the Toto srk is -done. Good practitioners thereficre pay close
attent ion to the judgments that are always 04arril1 74 inside

their. performances, and adjust their work light {=/f them.

Many w eforms aimed at making practitioners better a stepping

back fi'rom their own rk -thUs run counter to intera=tive -
pressures that encourage practitioners 'to attend to the

analys s -nd evaluations arising within theiperf0--cmances:
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lzis is not to say girt teach =rs do rice a,naiySiS There

is rniah thought and analysis in cla=ss but it rust be quick.

It Trint respond to particular incla _tints. 2;n6 it rrtus shift

rapidy from one subject tui another Cla.ssruom work is

typiclly rapid, and opportanit -V for refletion arm fleeting.

There is a great cornpressiun of eve= is and few opporit-__unities

to stomp the music so the teacher ca= analyze what jut

happer-=ed. Yet these fleeting perfoz=nances a ejam-pcked.

They ire, after all, produced joint:ay by a teacher aad at

least several students--often an ea--Lire class of twe=ty or

thirt They incorporate complicatd interactions mound often

dense intellectual issues. As a re ult, while teachrs do

lots c f thinking on their feet, if they wish to reflect
in a sustained systematic vay.they =must dq ' t outsid the class.

For these reasons most of teacM-aers 1- ref ction 5__s also

retr pective: they recall and recostruct an episvd , or

an erli_re morning, trying to figure out why t1ings went wrong,

or wray--- a lesson. turned out differen ply. than planned: Or they
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ay try to figure out how to deal more effectively with

problem, or a difficult child, in case the difficulty recurs.

Emut whatever the .subject, teachers must work on it mostly in

t he solitude of their own mind, with little help besides -

their imperfect memoriesno other observers, nor even casual

bystanders with whom to check their recollections. They can

mind some help from some colleagues, but even this

imited, since nearly all teachers-wDrk alone. No one else
deli-hts

fees what puzzles them. And they can expect little help from

t e people who study education.. Retrospective reflection i5

a mode of thought that is practiced in the academyby

istorians in one way and psychotherapists in anoth

either history nor psychotherapy figure-prominently in

c-4Dlieges of education, nor are teachers tra:_ned to observe their

to0-nan work or to on it later. Retrospective reflection is a

f-e-ozin of analysis that seems foreign to most social scientists,

a=nd they increasingly dominate the education faculties that

g ain teachers.

Thus, there is,

tl-ed by most of the

telachifig on the one

tie other.

a.great gap between the habits of thought

academics wilt) try to understand and reform

hand, and teachers' habits of thought on

Teachers attend to particulars7-they, try to search

o t.rnean ing- in individual events - awhile social scientists

imttend instead to generalizations aimed at detecting broad

regularities in how society work prediCting how

iint Will. Teachers think that valid knowledge can be found
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in specific accounts of a single event, or a small cluster of

events, but most social scientists think that valid knowledge

requires generalization about a =few features of

many events. When teachers try to improve their work they

t9Mmostly toretrospective analysis of a given situation;

but; when social scientists try to improve teaching they search

for-already-established generalizations about what, on- the

average already has worked, and thus can. be counted an,to

work in the future. When teachers think about a solution for

a problem they'look to a particular remedy for this difficulty:,

for that student, in this situation, but scial scientists look

for solutions in that non-specific place--the average classroom.

The academic disciplineS that have been most preoccupied with

the analysis and reform of teaching-_-psychology, sociology, and

economics--are the disciplines with the deepest of affinities for

the habits of academic thought summarized here. And the

disciplines with closer affinities withthe ways teachers think--

history, ethnography, and plychoandlysis--have the most,Shllow

rootSin'the study.of teaching.

I do not know if this gap can be closed- -that is a subject

that extends far beyond this chapter. 13 t one step in the

right direction would be to recognize that teachers' modes

thoughts are adapted to their interactiVe,

efforts to improve their work by improVing

ork, and that

their

abilities Will-come to\nauqht if the improvement

analytic

ti
efforts are :flat fitted to-teachers' work. ,'second step.in

of
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the right diretion would be to recognize that the large gap

between teache----,-s' habits of mind and those_of most social

scientists who study teaching are not the result of teachers'

obtuseness. Gc=nod teaching is not the same thing as good

social science analysis, and the teacher's analysis of her work

is not thesam.me as the academic social scientists analysis.

They use diffe=rent languages becaute their practices are

different. We would not try to improve musical composition

by getting mus lc critics to teach _aspiring. composers how, to

. -
about music. ---14e know that writing music and .writing- music

criticism are quite different trades, requiring different

knowledge and skills. Yet much academic research and Many

practive imprca.veMent efforts assume that if teachers could'

be made

would

rite

nk in the ways of university analysts, teaching

ve- If we wish to improve teachers' analytic

skills we muot=1 find modes of analysisin teache ' work and

in academia--that are adaptable to the vork that teachers



COMPETENCE AND :INTERACTION

I have argued that, eterminations about the quality

of teachersJ work are distinctive. In most other trades the

termScof-referenCe for judging performances lie -outside-the
0

*performances: -the materiaXs of practice are inanimate, and
.

. .

evaluating practitioners' performances and results is a

matter among practitioners, those who nsume their products.,

and others who comment on and criticize' the performances and

products. But the firstline:_colysumers and evaluators of teaching_

are students. Practitioners and their ma-terials engage each

other on two levels, analytically diStinct..but cloSely

00,

related. On one they collaboratein_ prOd#4ngvarious!outp- s.

-tin another they judge each bther's work at performers and

collaborators. To be successful, teachers must somehow deal witi,

these internal consumers and critics of their work- Com etence

in pr'ctices like teachin6 therefore can be shaped bv.

participants' .judgments abOut Competence. ,Recall=what the

0

teachers quoted earlier in this chapter-Said. In one way or

another

.. :they let, you know all the time.
-They'll tell you when you didn't
do-suCh a hot job..;(FR II)

if all workers in interactive practices must make such

Adjustments, they do not all make them-to the same degree,Or

irnthe same-way. In the case of teachers, the people on

whoril they work-are neit equally well situated-to-judge .



practitioners -'. performances. Allistudents evaluate their

'teachers' work, but high school students are better-situ

.to both restrain their, judgments ,and to act on them

effectively than,kindergarden
students." In addition, teachrs

.

who set rigid discipline forNthe ir classes and who stick

to a fixed curricul-
have* less direct evidence on

their competence to dial with than those who-take a more inter-

active approach to teaching.

Another factor that affects the

influence of internal judgments-about performance is the nature

f output. All results of the ly of practices to which

teaching belongs'are
qualities-pf. persons or organizations--

order in a crowd, profit5hility in a firm, elf-esteem in a

patient, or 'reading prowess in a child. But some of these

outpeuts are actions or indices of.behavior that have a

relatively accessible common meaning,. such as j aywalk,ing ,

.or computational skills. We'believe that observe -rs are at

least as qualified to obsOve and assess such. outputs as those.

who produce them. But other outputs--self-

esteem: respect ,for ,others, patriotjsm,
or >>ivic virtue for

example--are states of mind whose meaning is less settled.

a

Many of these less settle-a results are therefore commonly.

thdught to be more accessible to those who experience the

state than to observers. A therapy patient is
b
for this

reason believed to well qualified,
vis-a-vis an external

im

obser r to report fairly on his self-esteem, and on what

ffeots
tudents of matberfiat cs are Vet

ought_to,be.bett
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outputs of indeterminate practices are more-like

belf-'esteem t ian set theory. One thinks of students'

urioqity, their desire to learn, or their appreciation of

p'articular subject matter. Mangy outputs of politics fare df.

SIL

th same-sort: citiiens' satisfoOtion with,government, their

;
beliefs concerning fairness in t diStribution of Public

goods r their views about'the worth of public services. Most

Outputs of psychiatry fall into the same pategory. the 'sense

of self..worthhappiness, confidende, or belief in'o e s

ability to cope with problems. Indeed, because the most-

results.of psychiatry are states of.mind and, feeling

psychiatrie patients a.re uniquely well-situated to judge the

portant'

effects of various theraPeutic interventions. The-definition_
fi

of competent performance- in psychiatric practice is therefore

eitraordinarily vulnerable to situotiOnal-influences. -This

is one reason i..Yhy there is such a- rich variety of therapeutic

traditions, an o many implied concepts of competence It

6

also helps to explain why; in several of these traditiolls,

compec.ent perlormance.is. announced.to be whatevei narticipant'

.411' performances find useful.

Of course inner states

The curious student may ask

A
can be -communicated to otherd.

lots of -questioni-, and ,satisfied

citizens- may'turn up in municipal offices and announde

delight with government. People communicate thiir stal

mind wig the look on thei face, Or the look' their
fi

their

es of



an have'sUch states 'without advertising th'em,and we

nd thatj they are difficult, to. make sense of, yet

alOne fo communicate.

When practiVioners work on outputs of this' sort. they

especially vulnerable to situational pressur4s on their

definition of competent performance. Psychotherapists/ working

definitions of competence therefore seem.more vulnerable to

such pressuresi en the average, than teachers Patients'
_

claims for.the success of seemingly peculiar performances==

therapy that,depandsuon their screaming/ for ekample,
- -

or that appears- to invOlve abuse by therapists

certainly does hnothing to increase te'sense that psychotherapists-ts

knowledge, and nskil ::.are general, solid and reliable. Such

cases are.often dismissed as fraud, incdmpetence-, or .malpractice,.

but they arm in addition evidence of the extraordinary e.ent

to which competence in this trade .can be shaped by the

patients' judgMents.

One implication o this discussion is that teachers who

attend to students' self7-est or even their pleasure

learning may have a concept of competence that is more vuinerab

to students' evAluations
than those who focus on computational skills. When w sig on,

such dutputt.competence may seer :. as must a joint social

__-construction.peculiar to a given performance as an exerc

of specialized skills generally shared within a field oA pra tide



Anoillet implication, perhaps a special case ofthe .first

that teachers can influence somS 6f,-the 'situational pressures-pn

their'working definition competent performance, Simply by
a

chbositig to_wprk on some outcdmes-and not others.

-.But-anOthat point is that,n6 teacher can completely of
e 4

perhaps even largely' prbblem, on_their own', because
!

neither they not their students are the only in.fluences on

working defn`s tons of competence. 'Neither students not

teachers but any meaning. they choose on-,Terformances. They

work in society:as well as in4gp.ssrb,-,ms, and many standards for

.judging their work arise opt *de theiI- schools. Typically -these

standard= shape conceptions of, competence that develop within

classroom ,either through the adtion'of external agencies or

--____.
, ,

through the _expressin. such standards by tome e-of those ire the

classroom, or both. For teachers the most.

'mportant, point is that conceptions of competent performance

often 'conflict. External standards conflict with each other,

and they often conflict with those thathris particular

scfiools. Or classes4 Managing such iconflicts

standards is #-large part_of teachers' work._

amongf. formance,

Many,.:' teachers know7'

for example, that state legislation requires minim comPetencY

testing for-theIT classes--the tests are designed to make siare''..

that all students are learning "baSic skills." But many

teacher; believe that the
0

tests are naive and badly constructed,

and that teaching to them will mislead stuents about thee. nature
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of mathematics, or read

reading instruction

than to ektra t

have pught maxtrl
thi

understandinc, 1.

delight

classes thaw

one aPproa11

feel obliamti

feel resporvs.i.blc

insiruction

'These teathers may have oriented their

0 broad comprehedsion rather

if-lc-bits of information; they nay

ss empl%si6 on computation, thin on

aNEELicaI concepts. -Their students'-

aaches' contrasting themvith previous
uLoits

r more: likely, some will prefer

n <ll prefer.the other.- Thete-teachers

110.4..-bfbader social stand- s, but they also

o tzheir -Vi s i on Orf current

In }addition they feel ,respons

their_studentS, and to pr6viding instruction that makes sense--

eve

or'

if what makes sense for'John is at- oddS with what makes sense

ane. Teachers must find ways.to.managing Such cbnflict.

-way to do So, of course, is td-throv.r up their bands and

eadh,to th9.test,

teaCher6 in such s

Various standards,

or convrsely to ignore it. Be u many
810

uations coin by finding ways to

A teacher might orient her xeading

teaching to comprehension, but `with

exercises. in Answering ,multiple chclice questions.

minimum CompetenCy ',

that appear on /. tests, Or she Wight even
.

thedifferenbe-betw en the-two.approaches', and point .

out that w

o do

ile the test is eeverely'limit students must

well on it. These teachers' cou d take.a-similar



approach with math instruction .- But they need-not_make their.
.

-....
.,4.

. 0,0

approach explicit in'.or er to make it work:-good' teachers
. .

routindlYr try.to improve their studentsY grasp of basic

mathem4tical concepts and to improiTe.thcir mastery of

computation. They try to lead students to a broad-appreciation.

.of,literature and to improve their ability, to answer specific

and even simple-minded questions.

A'great deal of teachers' work consis S of findini ways
_

to deal with conflicts among performan standards, and thud

conflicts over comt)etence_An their teaching. -High school'

English teachers who instruct Nocational and business students

typically fate audiences with litti interest. in the-classi-a

literary currVculum. These.teacherdc -ay ignore the student

and teach the-Curriculum. bme students and other outside

the- classroom ould find this sensible, but others would say

the while heroic, it was-nosound.teachin4. Or the.: teachers

may .ignore the curriculum and teach students how to writes business
- 7

0

letters, r read the want ads. Some studehts,.and,some outside

the class would. find this more useful, but others would. say it
e

was cowardly teachirig, poor even' if carried off well. Or such

-teachers might invent ways of- making some literatureftaccessible*

-t0 thdirlstudents(while als0-tesching
2

writing skill's. In the last- case teachers manage the conflict.:

basic reading and -.

A `.competing
A

by devising a way to respond . standards of competent.
N

perorman6e..
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Some e roordinary teaching occurs under the'pressure of

'such contrary forces but managing slIch.dilemmas-is not always
. oftbli -. .

.
..

-

or even/ktork of ITeroic proportions. The everyday business of
. .-

Obio

social-workvs rPOliticians and tea6hers consists in resolving

conflictIng claips in their work. PractS.tioners often don't

solve problems - -in th6*sense that theie is closure--but they

4
do devise as s of managing dilehtmas, or.of otherwise

.wit..seemingly irreconcilable conflicts!

these:points.=concerns our broad understand

copintg

n

implication-of

of the teacher

rade: teachers are practical phd.losophers, coping with and
,

-.
manhgifig-conflicting moral political and.educatianal claiM s in.'

their daily, work.
X11 humans do thisA.n order to:.liVe, but only

tho who work on other human beings must it as a regUlar4

part 9f their professional lives.

-.-second implication conerns a arrower.point--the definition
%-' 0

And competenc in teaching. iTeachers are a unique 'position.

/ .

they y-try to Aev e working

i
,

performance. (Like workers n
, any field they must take

of competent-

1J

account the views, of critic or patrons-supervisors, parents,

principals,) or-legislators. .And like-other workers they must
..\

.

.

contend with con t"aong ; views, or consuch vie, conflict between'
. . . l

their own stanards and-those of critiCs..or patrons. But only
d

4 1 ,

teachers and their colleagues inimilar trades must also adjust
...=

their conception of pompetence to critics within.their
,

, 0

. . . in iperformances. Only workers n nteractive piactices must
.

,z



,ffacns to reconcile conflicts*betWden standards o'f

ence-- arising within .their performances and standards

Such reconciliations and adjustments must-goatside.

rnmny times'every day, as pe#t of the regular work
1,

;
like teachi In most practices-competence

fairly stable,boyof skills, generally held withfn
_

-. interadtive practices,Aloweve- competence

uc=11 more particular aad%variable, because it is partli

favpial adjustments between practitioneisrand.theAi=

ppe 011 -Whom `they work'.


